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NOTE 

The 120-volt block is color coded brown, and it 
connects the transformer primary windings in 
parallel. The 220-volt block is color coded red, and it 
connects the primary windings in series. 

4. To change regulating ranges, place the line-selector 
block on the desired set of square pins. Select a range that 
is centered about the average line voltage to which the 
instrument is to be connected (see Table 0-1 ). 

5. Change the nominal line voltage information on the 
rear panel of the instrument. Use a non-abrasive eraser to 
remove the previous data, and mark in new data with a 
pencil. 

6. Replace the bottom dust cover and apply power to 
the instrument. 

INSTRUMENT 
The 5403 Power SupplyIAmplifier module and the 

display module can be fastened together stacked or side by 
side; this permits operation as a bench oscilloscope, or in a 
standard 19-inch rack. The two modules can quickly be 
converted from a bench model to a rackmount model, or 
vice versa. Field conversion kits, including the necessary 
Darts. and instructions are available from Tektronix. 

RACKM 
The rackmount version of the 5400-series oscilloscope is 

designed for operation in a standard 19-inch wide rack that 
has Universal, EIA, RETMA, or Western Electric hole 
spacing. When properly mounted, this instrument will meet 
all electrical and environmental specifications given in 
Section 3. 

Mounting Method 

This instrument will f it most 19-inch wide racks whose 
front and rear holes conform to Universal hole spacing, 
some drilling may be. required on racks having EIA, 
RETMA, or Western Electric hole spacing. The slide-out 
tracks easily mount to the cabinet rack front and rear 
vertical mounting rails if the inside distance between the 
front and rear rails is within. 10-9116 inches to 24-318 
inches. If the inside distance exceeds 24-318 inches, some 

Damage to the instrument may result from incorrect 
placemen t of the line-selector block. 

TABLE 0-1 

Regulating Ranges for Power Transformer 

Selector 1 
Block 1 Regulating Range 

Position 120-Volts Nominal 

L 90 VAC to 1 10 VAC 
M 99 VAC to 121 VAC 

CONVERSION 

220-Volts Nominal 

180 VAC to 220 VAC 
198 VAC to 242 VAC 

H 108 VAC to 132 VAC 
Line Fuse 1.25 A slow-blow 

Inc. Order: 040-0583-0 1, Bench-to-rack conversion; 
040-0584-02, Rack-to-bench conversion. 

216 VAC to 264 VAC 
0.7 A slow-blow 

NOTE 

Before attempting to operate the instrument, make 
sure the module wiring interconnections are correct. 

means of support i s  required for the rear ends of the 
slide-out tracks. (For example, make extensions for the rear 
mounting brackets.) 

Rack Dimensions 

Height. At least 5-1 14 inches of vertical space i s  required 
to mount this instrument in a rack. If other instruments are 
operated in the rack, an additional 114 inch i s  required, 
both above and below the R5400, to allow space for proper 
circulation of cooling air. 

Width. A standard 19-inch wide rack may be used., The 
dimension of opening between the front rails must be a t  
least 17-518 inches for a cabinet in which the front lip of 
the stationary section is  mounted behind an untapped front 
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rail as shown in Fig. 0-2A. If the front rails are tapped, and 
the stationary section i s  mounted in front of the front rail 
as shown in Fig. 0-2B, the dimension between the front 
rails should be a t  least 17-314 inches. These dimensions 
allow room on each side of the instrument for the slide-out 
tracks to operate so the instrument can move freely in and 
out of the rack. 

Depth. For proper circulation of cooling air, allow a t  
least two inches clearance behind the rear of the instrument 
and any enclosure on the rack. If it i s  sometimes necessary 
or desirable to operate the R5400 in the fully extended 
position, use cables that are long enough to reach from the 
signal source to the instrument. 

Installing The Slide-Out Tracks 

The slide-out tracks for the instrument consist of two 
assemblies, one for the left side of the instrument and one 
for the right side. Each assembly consists of three sections. 
A stationary section attaches to the front and rear rails of 
the rack, the chassis section attaches to the instrument (and 
is installed a t  the factory), and the intermediate section fits 
between the other two sections to allow the instrument to 
fully extend out of the rack. 

The small hardware components included with the 
slide-out track assemblies are used to mount the tracks to 
most standard 19-inch vertical rack rails having this 
compatibility. 

Shallow Rack Configuration 

! Slideout Track Stationary Section 

I 

Rear Mounting 
Bracket 

Untapped 
Rear Rail 

Left Rear Corner 
of Cabinet Rack 

Shallow Rack Configuration 

! Slideout Track Stationary Section 

I 

Tapped 
Screw I I Rear 

Rail 

Left Rear Corner 
of Cabinet Rack 

Slideout Track 
Stationary Section 

Nut 

10-32 4 ....... :::::: :-............ :::::::: ...... PHs 
....:.... Screw 

(2 )  

1 0-32 

Screw 
(21 

Untapped 

\Left Front 
corner of 

Slideout Track 
itationary Section 

1 0-32 
PHs Screw 

(2)  

Tapped No. 10 Washer 
Front (not supplied, 
Rail see text) 

Fig. 0-2. Mounting the left stationary section (with its matched intermediate section, not shown in illustrations A and B) to the rack rails. 
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NOTE 

7. Front and rear rail holes must be large enough to 
allow inserting a 70-32 screw through the rail 
mounting hole if the rails are untapped (see Fig. 
0-2A ). 

2. Or, front and rear rail holes must be tapped to 
accept a 70-32 screw if Fig. 0-2B mounting method is 
used. Note in Fig. 0-2B right illustration that a No. 70 
washer (not supplied) may be added to provide 
increased bearing surface for the slide-out track 
stationary section front flange. 

Because of the above compatibility, there will be some 
small parts left over. The stationary and intermediate 
sections for both sides of the rack are shipped as a matched 
set and should not be separated. The matched sets of both 
sides including hardware are marked 351-0195-00 on the 
package. To identify the assemblies, note that the 
automatic latch and intermediate section stop i s  located 
near the top of the matched set. 

Mounting Procedure. Use the following procedure to 
mount both sides. See Fig. 0-2 for installation details. 

1. To mount the instrument directly above or below 
another instrument in a cabinet rack, select the appropriate 
holes in the front rack rails for the stationary sections, 
using Fig. 0-3 as a guide. 

2. Mount the stationary slide-out track sections to the 
front rack rails using either of these methods: 

(a) If the front flanges of the stationary sections are 
to be mounted behind the front rails (rails are 
countersunk or not tapped), mount the stationary 
sections as shown in Fig. 0-2A right illustration. 

(b) If the front flanges of the stationary sections are 
to be mounted in front of the front rails (rails are tapped 
for 10-32 screws), mount the stationary sections as 
shown in Fig. 0-26 right illustration. To provide 
increased bearing surface for the screw head to securely 
fasten the front flange to the rail, a flat washer (not 
supplied) may be added under the screw head. However, 
if this mounting method i s  used, the front panel will not 
f it flush against the front rail because of the stationary 
section and washer thickness. If a flush f i t  i s  preferred, 
method 2 (a) should be used. 

3. Mount the stationary slide-out sections to the rear 
rack rails using either of these methods. 

(a) If the rear rack rail holes are not tapped to accept 
10-32 machine screws, mount the left stationary section 
with hardware provided as shown in the left or center 
illustration of Fig. 0-2A. Note that the rear mounting 
bracket can be installed either way so the slide-out 
tracks will f i t  a deep or shallow cabinet rack. Use Fig. 
0-2A as a guide for mounting the right stationary 
section. Make sure that the stationary sections are 
horizontally aligned so they are level and parallel with 
each other. 

(b) If the rear rack rail holes are tapped to accept 
10-32 machine screws, mount the left stationary section 
with hardware provided as shown in the left or center 
illustration of Fig. 0-2B. Note that the rear mounting 
bracket can be installed either way so the slide-out 
tracks will f i t  a deep or shallow cabinet rack. Use Fig. 
0-2B as a guide for mounting the right stationary 
section. Make sure the stationary sections are 
horizontally aligned so they are level and parallel with 
each other. 

R5400 Installation And Adjustment 

To insert the instrument into the rack, proceed as 
follows: 

1. Pull the slide-out track intermediate sections out to 
the fully extended position. 

2. Insert the instrument chassis sections into the 
intermediate sections. 

3. Press the stop latches on the chassis sections and push 
the instrument toward the rack until the latches snap into 
their holes. 

4. Again press the stop latches and push the instrument 
into the rack. 

To adjust the slide-out tracks for smooth sliding action, 
loosen the screws used to join the stationary sections to the 
rails of the rack. Center the instrument, allowing the 
slide-out tracks to seek the proper width, then tighten the 
screws. 

To secure the instrument front-panel to the rack, the 
rack must either have universal hole spacing, or a hole must 
be drilled and tapped for a 10-32 screw, see Fig. 0-3. Using 
the hardware (not furnished) indicated in Fig. 0-3, secure 
the R5403 to the front rails of the rack. 

Slide-Out Track Maintenance 

The slide-out tracks require no 
dark gray finish on the sliding 
lubrication. 

lubrication. The special 
parts i s  a permanent 
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OPERATING TEMPERATURE 

The 5403 can be operated where the ambient air A thermal cutout in the display module provides thermal 
temperature is  between O'C and 4-50'~. The instrument can protection and disconnects the power to the instrument if 
be stored in ambient temperature between 400C and the internal temperature exceeds a safe operating level. This 
4-700c. After storage at a temperature beyond the operating device will automatically re-apply power when the 
limits, allow the chassis temperature to come within the temperature returns to a safe 
operating limits before power i s  applied. 

PLUG-IN UNITS 

The 5403 is designed to accept up to three Tektronix 
5-series plug-in units. (Only the plug-in units without an N 
suffix will provide display readout.) This plug-in feature 
allows a variety of display combinations and also allows 
selection of bandwidth, sensitivity, display mode, etc., to 
meet the measurement requirements. In addition, it allows 
the oscilloscope system to be expanded to meet future 
measurement requirements. The overall capabilities of the 
resultant system are in large part determined by the 
characteristics of the plug-ins selected. 

l nstallation 

To install a plug-in unit into one of the plug-in 
compartments, align the slots in the top and bottom of the 
plug-in with the associated guides in the plug-in 
compartment. Push the plug-in unit firmly into the plug-in 
compartment until it locks into place. To remove a plug-in, 
pull the release latch on the plug-in unit to disengage it and 
pull the unit out of the plug-in compartment. Plug-in units 
can be removed or installed without turning off the 
instrument power. It is  not necessary that all of the plug-in 
compartments be filled to operate the instrument, the only 
plug-ins needed are those required for the measurement to 
be made. 

When the display unit i s  adjusted in accordance with the 
adjustment procedure given in the display unit instruction 
manual, the vertical and horizontal gain are standardized. 
This allows adjusted plug-in units to be changed from one 
plug-in compartment to another without readjustment. 
However, the basic adjustment of the individual plug-in 
units should be checked when they are installed in this 
system to verify their measurement accuracy. See the 
service information section of the plug-in unit manual for 
verification procedure. 

Selection 

The plug-in versatility of the 5400-series oscilloscope 
allows a variety of display modes with many different 
plug-ins. The following information i s  provided here to aid 
in plug-in selection. 

To produce a single-trace display, install a single-channel 
vertical unit (or dual-channel unit set for single-channel 
operation) in either of the vertical (left or center) 
compartments and a time-base unit in the horizontal (right) 
compartment. For dual-trace displays, either install a 
dual-channel vertical unit in one of the vertical 
compartments or install a single-channel vertical unit in 
each vertical compartment. A combination of a 
single-channel and a dual-channel vertical unit allows a 
three-trace display; likewise, a combination of two 
dual-channel vertical units allows a four-trace display. 

To obtain a vertical sweep with the input signal displayed 
horizontally, insert the time-base unit into one of the 
vertical compartments and the amplifier unit in the 
horizontal compartment. If a vertical sweep i s  used, there is 
no retrace blanking and the time-base unit triggering must 
be accomplished externally. 

For X-Y displays, either a 5A-series amplifier unit or a 
5B-series time-base unit having an amplifier channel can be 
installed in the horizontal compartment to accept the 
X signal. The Y signal i s  connected to a 5A-series amplifier 
unit installed in a vertical compartment. 

Special purpose plug-in units may have specific 
restrictions regarding the compartments in which they can 
be installed. This information will be given in the 
instruction manuals for these plug-ins. 
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Alternate Mode. The alternate position of the time-base 
unit Display switch produces a display that alternates 
between activated plug-ins and amplifier channels with each 
sweep of the CRT. The switching sequence i s  described 
under Display Switching Logic in this section. Although the 
Alternate mode can be used a t  all sweep rates, the Chop 
mode provides"a more satisfactory display at sweep rates 
from about one millisecond/division to five 
seconds/division. At these slower sweep rates, alternate- 
mode switching becomes difficult to view. 

Chopped Mode. The Chop position of the time-base unit 
Display switch produces a display that i s  electronically 
switched between channels at a 100-kilohertz rate. The 
switching sequence is discussed earlier. In general, the Chop 
mode provides the best display a t  sweep rates slower than 
about one milliscond/division or whenever dual-trace, 
single-shot phenomena are to be displayed. At faster sweep 
rates, the chopped switching becomes apparent and may 
interfere with the display. 

Dual-Sweep Displays. When a dual-sweep time-base unit 
is operated in the horizontal compartment, the alternate 
and chopped time-shared switching for either the A or B 
sweep is identical to that for a single time-base unit. 
However, if both the A and B sweeps are operating, the 
5403 operates in the independent pairs mode. Under this 
condition, the left vertical unit i s  always displayed at the 
sweep rate of the A time base and the right vertical unit i s  
displayed at the sweep rate of the B time-base (non-delayed 
sweep only). This results in two displays that have 

ASIC 
The 5400-series oscilloscope and i t s  associated plug-in 

units provide a very flexible measurement system. The 
capabilities of the overall system depend mainly upon the 
plug-ins that are chosen. The following information 
describes the techniques for making basic measurements. 
These ap,plications are not described in detail, since each 
application must be adapted to the requirements of the 
individual measurement. Specific applications for the 
individual plug-in units are described in the manuals for 
these units. Contact your local Tektronix Field Office or 
representative for additional assistance. 

The following books describe oscilloscope measurement 
techniques which can be adapted for use with this 
instrument. 

Harley Carter, "An Introduction to the Cathode Ray 
Oscilloscope", Philips Technical Library, Cleaver-Hume 
Press Ltd., London, 1960. 

completely independent vertical deflection and chopped or 
alternate sweep switching. 

X-Y Operation 

In some applications, it i s  desirable to display one signal 
versus another (X-Y) rather than against an internal sweep. 
The flexibility of the plug-in units available for use with the 
5403 provides a means for applying a signal to the 
horizontal deflection system for this type of display. Some 
of the 5B-series time-base units can be operated as 
amplifiers, in addition to their normal use as time-base 
generators. 

Raster Display 

A raster-type display can be used to effectively increase 
the apparent sweep length. For this type of display, the 
trace i s  deflected both vertically and horizontally by 
saw-tooth signals, and i s  accomplished by installing a 
5B-series time-base unit in the left vertical compartment, as 
well as one in the horizontal compartment. Normally, the 
unit in the vertical compartment should be set to a slower 
sweep rate than the one in the horizontal compartment; the 
number of horizontal traces in the raster depends upon the 
ratio between the two sweep rates. Information can be 
displayed on the raster using the Ext Intensity Input to 
provide intensity modulation of the display. This type of 
raster display can be used to provide a television-type 
display. Complete information on operation using the 
Z-axis feature i s  given in the operating instructions section 
of the display module manuals. 

IONS 
J. Czeck, "Oscilloscope Measuring Techniques", Philips 
Technical Library, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1965. 

Robert G. Middleton, "Scope Waveform Analysis", 
Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc., The Bobbs-Merrill 
Company Inc., Indianapolis, 1963. 

Robert G. Middleton and L. Donald Payne, "Using the 
Oscilloscope in Industrial Electronics", Howard W. Sams 
& Co., Inc., The Bobbs-Merrill Company Inc., 
Indianapolis, 1961. 

John F. Rider and Seymour D. Uslan, "Encyclopedia of 
Cathode-Ray Oscilloscopes and Their Uses", John F. 
Rider Publisher Inc., New York, 1959. 

John F. Rider, "Obtaining and Interpreting Test Scope 
Traces", John F. Rider Publisher Inc., New York, 1959. 

Rufus P. Turner, "Practical Oscilloscope Handbook", 
Volumes 1 and 2, John F. Rider Publisher Inc., New 
York, 1964. 
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Peak-to-Peak Voltage Measurements-AC 6. Multiply the distance (in divisions) measured in step 5 
by the VoltsIDiv switch setting. Also include the 

To make peak-to-peak voltage measurements, use the factor of the probe, if applicable. 
following procedure: 

1. Set the input coupling on the vertical plug-in unit to EXAMPLE: Assume a peak-to-peak vertical deflection of 

Gnd and connect the signal to the input connector. 4.6 divisions and a VoltsIDiv switch setting of 5 V. 

Peak-to-peak - - 
2. Set the input coupling to AC and set  the VoltsIDiv volts 

switch to display about 5 or 6 vertical divisions of the 
waveform. Check that the variable VoltsIDiv control (red 4.6 5 (VoltsIDiv - 23 - 
knob) i s  in the Cal position. (divisions) setting) volts 

3. Adjust the time-base triggering controls for a stable NOTE 
display and set the SecIDiv switch to  display several cycles 
of the waveform. I f  an attenuator probe is used that cannot change the 

scale factor readout (Volts/Div), multiply the right 
side of the above equation by the attenuation factor. 

4. Turn the vertical Position control so that the lower 
portion of the waveform coincides with one of the graticule 
lines below the center horizontal line, and the top of the 
waveform is in the viewing area. Move the display with the lnstantatIe~us Voltage Measurement-DC 
horizontal Position control so that one of the upper peaks To measure the DC level at a given point on a waveform, 
is aligned with the center vertical reference line (see Fig. use the following procedure: 
1-11. 

0 

1. Set the input coupling of the vertical plug-in unit to  
Gnd and position the trace to the bottom line of the 

5. Measure the vertical from peak to peak graticule (or other selected reference line). I f  the voltage to  
(divisions). be measured is negative with respect to ground, position the 

NOTE 

This technique may also be used to make 
measurements between two points on the waveform, 
rather than peak to peak. 

Position to center 
vertical line 

vertical 
deflection 

Fig. 1-1. Measuring peak-to-peak voltage of a waveform. 

8 

trace to the top line of the graticule. Do not move the 
vertical Position control after this reference has been 
established. 

NOTE 

To measure a voltage level with respect to a voltage 
other than ground, make the following changes to 
step I :  Set the input coupling switch to DC and apply 
the reference voltage to the input connector, then 
position the trace to the reference line. 

2. Connect the signal. to  the input connector. Set the 
input coupling to DC (the ground reference can be checked 
at any time by setting the input coupling to Gnd). 

3. Set the VoltsIDiv switch to display about 5 or 6 
vertical divisions of the waveform. Check that the variable 
VoltsIDiv control (red knob) i s  in the Cal position. Adjust 
the time-base triggering controls for a stable display. 

4. Measure the distance in divisions between the 
reference line and the point on the waveform at which the 
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DC level is to be measured. For example, in Fig. 1-2 the 
measurement is made between the reference line and point 
A. 

5. Establish the polarity. The voltage i s  positive i f  the 
signal is applied to  the + input connector and the waveform 
is  above the reference line. 

6. Multiply the distance measured in step 4 by the 
VoltsIDiv switch setting. Include the attenuation factor of 
the probe, if applicable (see the note following the 
Pea k-to-Peak Voltage Measurement example). 

EXAMPLE: Assume that the vertical distance measured 
i s  4.6 divisions, the polarity i s  positive, and the VoltsIDiv 
switch setting i s  2 V. 

l nstantaneous - - 
Voltage 

4.6 2 - - +9.2 
(divisions) (VoltslDiv) volts 

Comparison Measurements 

In some applications, it may be necessary to establish a 
set of deflection factors other than those indicated by the 
VoltsIDiv or SecIDiv switches. This i s  useful for comparing 
signals to a reference voltage amplitude or period. To 
establish a new set of deflection factors based upon a 
specific reference amplitude or period, proceed as follows: 

Vertical Deflection Factor 

1. Apply a reference signal of known amplitude to the 
vertical input connector. Using the VoltsIDiv switch and 

Reference line 

Fig. 1-2. Measuring instantaneous DC voltage with respect to  a 
reference voltage. 

variable VoltsIDiv control, adjust the display for an exact 
number of divisions. Do not move the variable VoltsIDiv 
control after obtaining the desired deflection. 

2. Divide the amplitude of the reference signal (volts) by 
the product of the deflection in divisions (established in 
step 1) and the VoltsIDiv switch setting. This i s  the 
Deflection Conversion Factor. 

Deflection 
Conversion = 

Factor 

reference signal amplitude (volts) 
deflection (divisions) X VoltsIDiv setting 

3. To determine the peak-to-peak amplitude of a signal 
compared to  a reference, disconnect the reference and 
apply the signal to the input connector. 

4. Set the VoltsIDiv switch to a setting that provides 
sufficient deflection to make the measurement. Do not 
readjust the variable VoltsIDiv control. 

5. To establish a Modified Deflection Factor at any 
setting of the Volts/Div switch, multiply the VoltsIDiv 
switch setting by the Deflection Conversion Factor 
established in step 2. 

Mod i f  ied Deflection 
VoltsIDiv 

Deflection = X Conversion 
setting 

Factor Factor 

6. Measure the vertical deflection in divisions and 
determine the amplitude by the following formula: 

Mod i f  ied 
Signal Deflection 

= Deflection 
Amplitude 

Factor 
(divisions) 

EXAMPLE: Assume a reference signal amplitude of 30 
volts, a VoltslDiv switch setting of 5 V and a deflection of 
four divisions. Substituting these values in the Deflection 
Conversion Factor formula (step 2): 

Then, with a VoltsIDiv switch setting of 2 V, the 
Modified Deflection Factor (step 5) is:  

(2 V)  (1.5) = 3 voltsldivision 
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To determine the peak-to-peak amplitude of an applied 
signal that produces a vertical deflection of five divisions 
with the above conditions, use the Signal Amplitude 
formula (step 6):  

(3 V) (5) = 15 volts 

Sweep Rate 

1. Apply a reference signal of known frequency to  the 
vertical input connector. Using the SecIDiv switch and 
variable SecIDiv control, adjust the display so that one 
cycle of the signal covers an exact number of horizontal 
divisions. Do not change the variable SecIDiv control after 
obtaining the desired deflection. 

2. Divide the period of the reference signal (seconds) by 
the product of the horizontal deflection in divisions 
(established in step 1) and the setting of the SecIDiv switch. 
This is the Deflection Conversion Factor. 

Deflection 
Conversion = 

Factor 

reference sianal ~e r i od  (seconds) 
horizontal Secl D iv 
deflection X switch 
(divisions) setting 

3. To determine the period of an unknown signal, 
disconnect the reference and apply the unknown signal. 

4. Set the SecIDiv switch to  a setting that provides 
sufficient horizontal deflection to make an accurate 
measurement. Do not readjust the variable SecIDiv control. 

5. To establish a Modified Deflection Factor at any 
setting of the SecIDiv switch, multiply the SecIDiv switch 
setting by the Deflection Conversion Factor established in 
step 2. 

Mod if ied Deflection 
Secl D iv 

Deflection = X Conversion 
switch setting 

Factor Factor 

6. Measure the horizontal deflection in divisions and 
determine the period by the following formula: 

Mod if ied horizontal 
Period = Deflection X deflection 

Factor (divisions) 

EXAMPLE: Assume a reference signal frequency of 455 
hertz (period 2.2 milliseconds), a SecIDiv switch setting of 

.2 ms, and a horizontal deflection of eight divisions. 
Substituting these values in the Deflection Conversion 
Factor formula (step 2) : 

Then, with a SecIDiv switch setting of 50 ps, the 
Modified Deflection Factor (step 5) is: 

To determine the time period of an applied signal which 
completes one cycle in seven horizontal divisions, use the 
Period formula (step 6): 

(68.75 psr (7) = 481 microseconds 

This product can be converted to frequency by taking 
the reciprocal of the period (see application of Determining 
Frequency). 

Time Period Measurement 

To measure the time (period) between two points on a 
waveform, use the following procedure: 

1. Connect the signal to  the vertical input connector, 
select either AC or DC input coupling, and set the 
VoltsIDiv switch to display about four divisions of the 
waveform. 

2. Set the time-base triggering controls to  obtain a stable 
display. Set the SecIDiv switch to the fastest sweep rate 
that will permit displaying one cycle of the waveform in 
less than eight divisions (some non-linearity may occur in 
the first and last graticule divisions of display). Refer to 
Fig. 1-3. 

I Horizontal I :* distance +I 
I I 

Fig. 1-3. Measuring time duration (period) between points on a 
waveform. 
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3. Adjust the vertical Position control to move the 
points between which the time measurement i s  made to the 
center horizontal line. Adjust the horizontal Position 
control to center the time-measurement points within the 
center eight divisions of the graticule. 

4. Measure the horizontal distance between the time 
measurement points. Be sure the variable SecIDiv control is  
in the Cal position. 

5. Multiply the distance measured in step 4 by the 
setting of the SecIDiv switch. 

EXAMPLE: Assume that the horizontal distance 
between the time-measurement points is five divisions and 
the SecIDiv switch is set to .I ms. Using the formula : 

Period = 

horizontal SecIDiv 
distance X switch = (5) (0.1 ms) = 0.5 ms 

(divisions) setting 

The period i s  0.5 millisecond. 

Determining Frequency 

The time measurement technique can also be used to 
determine the frequency of a signal. The frequency of a 
periodically recurrent signal is  the reciprocal of the time 
duration (period) of one cycle. Use the following 
procedure : 

1. Measure the period of one cycle of the waveform as 
described in the previous application. 

2. Take the reciprocal of the period to determine the 
frequency. 

EXAMPLE: The frequency of the signal shown in Fig. 
1-3, which has a period of 0.5 millisecond, is: 

1 
Frequency = - = = 2 kiloher 

period 0.5 ms 

Risetime Measurement 

Risetime measurements employ basically the same 
techniques as the time-period measurements. The main 
difference is  the points between which the measurement is  
made. The following procedure gives the basic method of 

measuring risetime between the 10% and 90% points of the 
waveform . 

1. Connect the signal to the input connector. 

2. Set the Volts/Div switch and variable VoltsIDiv 
control to produce a display exactly five divisions in 
amplitude. 

3. Center the display about the center horizontal line 
with the vertical Position control. 

4. Set the time-base triggering controls to obtain a stable 
display. Set the SecIDiv switch to the fastest sweep rate 
that will display less than eight divisions between the 10% 
and 90% points on the waveform (see Fig. 14). 

5. Adjust the horizontal Position control to move the 
10% point of the waveform to the second vertical line of 
the graticule. 

6. Measure the horizontal distance between the 10% and 
90% points. Be sure the variable SecIDiv control is  in the 
Cal position. 

7. Multiply the distance measured in step 6 by the 
setting of the SecIDiv switch. 

EXAMPLE: Assume that the horizontal distance 
between the 10% and 90% points is  four divisions and the 
SecIDiv switch is set to 1 ps. 

Fig. 1-4. Measuring risetime. 
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Using the period formula to find risetime: 

Risetime - - 
period 

horizontal SecIDiv 
distance X switch = (4) (1 ps) = 4 p s  

(divisions) setting 

7. Set the time-base triggering controls for a stable 
display. Set the SecIDiv switch for a sweep rate which 
shows three or more divisions between the measurement 
points, if possible. 

8. Adjust the vertical Position controls to bring the 
measurement points to the center horizontal reference line. 

The risetime is 4 microsecond. 

9. Adjust the horizontal Position control so the channel 
1 (or left plug-in) waveform (reference) crosses the center 
horizontal line a t  a vertical graticule line. 

Time Difference Measurements 

When used in conjunction with a calibrated time-base 
plug-in unit, the multi-trace feature of the 5400-series 10. Measure the horizontal distance between the two 
oscilloscope perm i t s  t'neaSUrement of time difference measurement points (see Fig. 1-5). 
between two or more separate events. To measure time 
difference, use the following procedure: 

1 1. Multiply the measured distance by the setting of the 
1. Set the input coupling switches of the amplifier sec/~ iv  

channels to either AC or DC. 

2. Set the Display switch on the time-base unit to either 
Chop or Alt. In general, Chop is  more suitable for 
low-frequency signals. More information on determining 
the mode is  given under Vertical Display Mode in this 
section. 

3. Set. the vertical plug-in triggering switches to trigger 
the display on channel 1 (or left plug-in) and channel 2 (or 
center plug-in). 

4. Connect the reference signal to the channel 1 input 
connector and the comparison signal to the channel 2 (or 
center plug-in) input connector. The reference signal should 
precede the comparison signal in time. Use coaxial cables or 
probes which have similar time-delay characteristics to 
connect the signal to the input connectors. 

5. If the signals are of opposite polarity, invert the 
channel 2 (or center plug-inL display. (Signals may be of 
opposite polarity due to 180 phase difference; if so, take 
this into account in the final calculation.) 

EXAMPLE: Assume that the SecIDiv switch i s  set to 
50 ps and the horizontal distance between measurement 
points is four divisions. Using the formula: 

Time Delay = 

SecIDiv horizontal 
switch X distance = (50 ps) (4) = 200 ps 
setting (divisions) 

The time delay is 200 microseconds. 

Channel I ,  or left Channel 2, or center 
plug-in (reference) plug-in 

50  % 
Amplitude 

level 

I 
Horizontal I 
distance -! 

6. Set the VoltsIDiv switches to produce about four 
divisions of display waveform. Fig. 1-5. Measuring time difference between two pulses. 
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Multi-trace Phase Difference Measurement 

Phase comparison between two or more signals of the 
same frequency can be made using a dual-trace plug-in or 
two single-trace plug-ins. This method of phase difference 
measurement can be used up to the frequency limit of the 
vertical system. To make the comparison, use the following 
procedure : 

1. Set the input coupling switches of the amplifier 
channels to either AC or DC. 

2. Set the Display switch on the time-base unit to either 
Chop or Alt. In general, Chop is  more suitable for 
low-frequency signals and the Alt position i s  more suitable 
for high-frequency signals. More information on 
determining the mode is given under Vertical Display Mode 
in this section. 

Channel I ,  or left Channel 2, or center 
plug-in (reference) plug-in (lagging) 

I I A 8 Divisions I 
.,--o, -! 

Fig. 1-6. Measuring phase difference. 

3. Set the vertical plug-in triggering switches to trigger the graticule represents 45' of the cycle (360' + 8 divisions 
the display on channel 1 (or left plug-in) and channel 2 (or = 45'ldivision). The sweep rate can be stated in terms of 
center plug-in). degrees as 45'1division. 

4. Connect the reference signal to the channel 1 input 10. Measure the horizontal difference between 

connector and comparison signdl to the channel 2 (or corresponding points On the waveforms. 

center plug-in) input connector. The reference signal should 
precede the comparison signal in time. Use coaxial cables or 
probes which have similar time-delay characteristics to  11. Multiply the measured distance (in divisions) by 

connect the signals to the input connectors. 45'1division (sweep rate) to  obtain the exact amount of 
phase difference. 

5. I f  the signals are of opposite polarity invert the 
channel 2 (or center plug-in) display. (Signals may be of 
opposite polarity due to 180" phase difference; if so, take EXAMPLE: Assume a horizontal difference of 0.6 

this into account in the final calculation.) division with a sweep rate of 45"ldivision as shown in Fig. 
1-6. Use the formula: 

6. Set the VoltsIDiv switches and the variable VoltsIDiv Phase Difference = 
controls so the displays are equal and about five divisions in 
amplitude. 

horizontal sweep rate 
difference )( (degrees/ = (0.6) (45') = 27" 
(divisions) divisions) 

7. Set the time-base triggering controls to obtain a stable 
display. Set the SecIDiv switch to  a sweep rate which 
displays about one cycle of the waveform. The phase difference i s  27". 

8. Move the waveforms to the center of the graticule 
with the vertical Position controls. 

High Resolution Phase Measurement 

More accurate dual-trace phase measurements can be 
9. Turn the variable SecIDiv control until one cycle of made by increasing the sweep rate (without changing the 

the reference signal (channel 1, or left plug-in) occupies variable SecIDiv control setting). One of the easiest ways to 
exactly eight divisions between the second and tenth increase the sweep rate i s  with the Swp Mag ( l o x )  button 
vertical lines of the graticule (see Fig. 1-6). Each division of on the time-base unit. The magnified sweep rate i s  
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automatically indicated by the CRT readout and knob-skirt 
scale-factor readout. 

EXAMPLE: If the sweep rate were increased 10 times 
with the magnifier, the magnifier sweep rate should be 
45°/division + 10 = 4.5"ldivision. Fig. 1-7 shows the same 
signals as used in Fig. 1-6, but with the Swp Mag button 
pushed in. With a horizontal difference of six divisions the 
phase difference is:  

Phase Difference = 

masn if ied 
horizontal 

- 
sweep rate 

difference X = (6) (4.5") = 27" 
(divisions) division) 

The phase difference i s  270. 

Channel 1, or left Channel 2, or 
plug-in (reference) center plug-in 

Fig. 1-7. High-resolution phase difference measurement with in- 
creased sweep rate. 
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whole supply. 0830 protects the 
shorted, by limiting the current 
amplifier transistor 0824. During 
is  biased off. 

supply, if the output i s  
demanded by the error 
normal operation, 0830 

Line Trigger 

A line-frequency signal i s  obtained from the secondary of 
T800 and attenuated by R935, R936, and R937 to provide 
a line-trigger source for the time-base plug-in unit. 

CRT Heater Winding 

A separate secondary winding is  provided for the CRT 
writing-gun heaters. The writing-gun heaters are elevated to 
-3000 volts in the CRT circuit (display unit) to maintain a 
potential near that of the CRT cathode. 

Cali brator 

The Calibrator circuit composed of 0982, 0984, and 
their associated passive components produces a square-wave 
output with accurate amplitude and a t  a rate of twice the 
power-line frequency. This output i s  available at the probe 
test loop on the display unit front panel as a 4-milliampere 
(peak to peak) square-wave current, or as a 400-millivolt 
(ground to peak) square-wave voltage. 

The resistive-capacitive network at the base of 0982 
receives a pulsating DC voltage from full-wave rectifier 
CR980-CR981 and produces a nearly symmetrical 
switching signal for 0982 and 0984. As 0984 i s  alternately 
switched on and off a t  twice the line frequency, current 
through R986 is alternately switched through the transistor 
or through CR986, the probe test loop, and R987, 
producing the required t e s t  signal. 

INTERFACE 

The interface circuit provides an interconnection of 
signals, logic levels, and power-supply voltages between 
plug-in units and the osciIloscope mainframe. It 
incorporates circuits that determine the vertical display 
mode and amplify the vertical and horizontal display 
signals. Functions of interconnections not discussed are 
labeled on the interface diagram. 

Chop Oscillator 

The chop oscillator produces a 200-kilohertz square-wave 
signal for chopping between vertical plug-ins and amplifier 
channels within the plug-ins. This multivibrator circuit 
consists of U770A, U770B, and associated passive 
components. When the multivibrator receives a chop 
actuate level (+5 volts), it free-runs at a 100 kHz rate. (The 
chop actuate level i s  routed through the vertical plug-ins to 
the time-base unit, and is present at contact A20 of J630 
when a multi-trace display i s  required and the time-base 
Display switch is  set to Chop.) The chop actuate level also 
disables 0770, locking out alternate-drive pulses. The 
multivibrator has two outputs; one i s  sent through buffers 
to the divider circuit as a timing signal, and the other i s  sent 
to the U770D and U770C circuit to blank the 
chop-switching transients. 

Divider Circuit 

The divider circuit produces the display switching signal 
for both the Alternate and Chopped switching modes. This 
circuit i s  composed of U780 and i t s  discrete passive 
components, which i s  connected as a pair of JK flip-flops. 
Each flip-flop i s  a divide-by-two counter, the first one 

driving the second. The divider circuit i s  activated by a 
negative going transition, which can come from either the 
chop oscillator or from the time-base plug-in unit via 
grounded-base amp1 ifier 0770. The chop oscillator input 
results in chopped-mode vertical switching. The input from 
the time-base unit coincides with the end of each sweep, 
and results in alternate-mode vertical switching. The output 
from the divide-by-two portion of the divider circuit, 
U780A, i s  sent via contacts B21 of J610 and 5620 to the 
channel-switching circuits incorporated within multi-trace 
vertical plug-in units. The outputs from the divide-by-four 
portion of the divider circuit, U780B, are used for plug-in 
switching; one output i s  sent to pip 4 of the vertical 
integrated switching circuit to  produce plug-in switching 
and the other output i s  sent via contact B21 of J630 to 
produce dual-sweep switching in dual-time-base units. The 
vertical mode switching sequence and some of the display 
combination possibilities are fully discussed in the General 
Operating Instructions section of this manual. 

Vertical Amplifier and Vertical l ntegrated 
Switching Circuit 

Emitter followers 0600, 0604, 0610 and 0614 provide 
a high-impedance input to the vertical amplifier and vertical 
integrated switching circuit, U620. The vertical amplifier 
input resistance for the oscilloscope main frame i s  
determined by R601, R605, R611 and R615. 

The vertical integrated switching circuit permits only one 
of the two vertical plug-in signals to pass to the vertical 
output amplifier, the level a t  pin 4 of U620 determines the 
plug-in signal that i s  passed to the vertical amplifier. When 
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the Display ON pushbutton on the right-hand vertical 
plug-in is depressed, -30 V is  connected to contact B18 of 
J620, turning 0680 on. This increases the voltage level on 
pin 4 of U620, allowing the signal from the right-hand 
vertical plug-in to pass. If the left-hand vertical plug-in i s  to 
be displayed, the voltage on pin 4 of U620 is  decreased by 
applying -30 V through contact B18 of J610 to R688. The 
signal from the left-hand plug-in now passes through U620. 
If, however, both plug-ins have an "on" logic level, the two 
logic levels applied to 0680 cancel each other and the signal 
from the divider circuit controls the plug-in signal passed. 
In the chopped switching mode, the switching between 
pairs of amplifiers occurs a t  a 50 kHz rate (switching occurs 
on both the negative- and positive-going transition), and in 
the alternate mode, switching occurs a t  the end of every 
second sweep. If neither plug-in has an "on" logic level, the 
level a t  pin 4 of U620 is such that the left plug-in signal 
passes to the vertical amplifier. 

The gain of the vertical amplifier portion of U620 is set 
by resistors R620 (left plug-in amplifier) and R626 (center 
plug-in amplifier). The vertical output signal a t  pins 12 and 
13 of U620 goes to a grounded-base stage consisting of 
0640 and 0660. 0640 and 0660 change the DC level of 
the vertical signal so that it is  compatible with the vertical 
amplifier in the display module. 0630 and 0650 act as 
both a current source for the grounded base stage and an 
insertion point for the vertical readout and trace separation 
information. 

Trace separation information from contact B16 of J630 
is supplied to the emitter of 0650 via 0674. Trace 
separation information is  only available when a dual time 
base plug-in is used. 

The vertical CH switch OFF signal is  supplied to 0670 
where it causes 0674 to be reverse biased during readout 
time, thus blocking the trace separation information. The 
signal also goes to pin 6 of U620 where it i s  used to prevent 
any vertical signal output from U620 during readout time. 

READOUT 
The readout system provides an alphanumeric display of 

information encoded by the plug-in units. This information 
is presented on the CRT on a time-shared basis with the 
analog waveform display. A schematic for the readout 
system is available a t  the rear of this manual. 

Display Format 

Up to eight groups of characters can be displayed on the 
display unit CRT. The position of each group (word) i s  
fixed and directly related to the originating plug-in. Fig. 2-1 
shows the word positions on the display unit CRT. 

During the time of the vertical CH switch OFF signal, 
vertical readout signal information i s  supplied to the 
emitter of 0630. 

Horizontal Amplifier 

The horizontal amplifier consists of an emitter follower 
stage (0740, 0744) and a gain stage (0748, 0752). The 
gain setting resistor is R750. Thermistor RT754 and resistor 
R756 provide a temperature compensation network for the 
amplifier. 

Trigger Amplifiers 

Left Vertical Plug-l n. A nominal 250 mVIdivision, 
single-ended, input signal i s  applied to the input stage of a 
two stage amplifier from contact A4 of J610. The first 
stage, a paraphase amplifier, consisting of 0700-0708 
amplifies the signal by 114. The second gain stage consists 
of 0710 and 0715; R713 sets the stage gain. The output 
signal amplitude of the trigger amplifier depends upon the 
input impedance of the time-base trigger circuit a t  contacts 
A3 and B4 of J630. Time-base plug-ins designed for the 
5100-series oscilloscope have a high input impedance, which 
results in a signal amplitude of 240 mV1division. Time-base 
plug-ins designed for the 5400-series oscilloscope have a low 
impedance, which results in a signal amplitude of 50 mV/ 
division. 

Right Vertical Plug-In. The right vertical plug-in trigger 
Amplifier operates the same as described above. 

2-Axis Signal 

The gate signal from the A and B sweeps are added on 
the interface circuit board. The combined A and B gate 
signal is  also summed with the trace intensification and 
chopped blanking signals before being supplied, via contact 
4 of P755, to the display module as the 2-Axis signal. Diode 
CR761 limits the combined signals on the 2-Axis signal line. 
C766 and R766, which are in parallel with the input to the 
Z-Axis amplifier, serve to increase the rise time of the 
2-Axis signal. 

SYSTEM 
Each word in the readout display can contain up to ten 

characters, although a typical display contains between two 
and seven characters per word. The characters are chosen 
from a set of fifty. 

Developing The Display 

Refer to the readout portion of the block diagram during 
the following discussion. 

The key block in the readout system is  the timer stage. 
  his stage produces the basic signals that establish the 
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Left Right External External 
Vertical Vertical Word Word 

Channel 2 Channel 2 (Channel) 1 (Channel) 2 

2 f 
External readout 
information when 

Fig. 2-1. Location of readout words on the CRT, identifying the 
originating plug-in and channel. 

timing sequences within the readout system. The timer 
stage also produces control signals for other stages within 
the readout system, and interrupt signals to the vertical 
amplifier and 2-Axis amplifier to allow a readout display to 
be presented. 

Included in the timer block i s  the time-slot generator. 
The time-slot generator has ten outputs, each of which i s  
energized sequentially. After the tenth output i s  energized, 
the first is again energized to repeat the cycle. The ten 
outputs are connected to the vertical and horizontal plug-in 
compartments as well as to other stages within the readout 
system. Each time the first time-slot output line i s  
energized, an address counter i s  incremented by one. The 
address counter counts to seven, then returns to zero. The 
address counter's three outputs are connected to various 
readout system stages. 

Within each plug-in are readout coding resistors. The 
coding resistors are selected by the plug-in control settings, 
which connect the resistors between the various time-slot 

I lines and one of four plug-in output lines. Two of the 
plug-in output lines are associated with channel 1 of 
amplifier plug-ins or the main sweep of sweep plug-ins. The 
other two output lines are associated with channel 2 of the 
amplifier plug-ins, or with delayed (or B) sweep of 
time-base plug-ins. 

Each pair of output lines from the plug-ins or external 
readout (option 3) i s  connected to the data switches. 
Currents in these eight pairs (two pairs added with option 
3) of lines are transferred to the outputs of the data 
switches, as selected by the address counter. 

The data decoders convert each :of the current signals 
from the data switches to make one of ten logic lines 
(together with signals from the timer) select the character 
generated by the character generators. 

The output amplifier com bines signals from the character 
generator with positioning signals from the address counter 
position generator. The combined signals then form the 
vertical and horizontal components of the readout display. 

The vertical component of the readout display i s  injected 
directly into the output of the vertical channel switch on 
the interface board. During the interval when the readout is 
generated, the vertical channel switch i s  turned off, so only 
the readout signal i s  displayed. 

The horizontal component of the readout display i s  
connected to the horizontal channel switch. When the 
readout i s  not displayed, signals from the horizontal plug-in 
pass through the channel switch without change. During the 
interval when readout i s  displayed, the horizontal readout 
signal appears at the output of the horizontal channel 
switch instead of the horizontal plug-in signal. 

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS OF READOUT SYSTEM 

. The following analysis of the Readout System discusses 
the operation of each stage in detail. A complete schematic 
of the readout system i s  shown on the diagram at the rear 
of this manual. 

The definitions of several terms used in this description 
of the Readout System follow: 

Character-A character i s  a single number, letter, or symbol 
that i s  displayed on the CRT, either alone or in 
com bination with other characters. 

Word-A word i s  made up of a related group of characters. 
In the readout system, a word can consist of up to ten 
characters. 

Frame-A frame i s  a display of al l  words for a given 
operating mode and plug-in combination. Up to eight 
words can be displayed in one frame. 
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Column-One of the vertical groups in the character 
selection matrix (see Fig. 2-6). Columns C-0 (column 
zero) to C-10 (column 10) can be addressed in the 
system. 

Row-One of the horizontal groups in the character 
selection matrix (Fig. 2-6). Row R-I (row 1) to R-10 
(row 10) can be addressed in the system. 

Time Slot-A location in a pulse train. In the readout 
system, the pulse train consists of 10 negative-going 
pulses. Each of these time-slots i s  assigned a number 
between one and ten. For example, the first time-slot i s  
TS-1. 

Timer 

Time UlOOO establishes the timing sequence for al l  
circuits within the readout system. This stage produces 
seven time-related output waveforms (see Fig. 2-2). The 
triangle waveform produced a t  pin 6 forms the basis for the 
remaining signals. The basic period of this triangle 
waveform is about 250 microseconds, as controlled by RC 
network C1021 -R1021. The triangle waveform is  clipped 
and amplified by UlOOO to form the trapezoidal output 
signal at pin 10. The amplitude of this output signal i s  
exactly 15 volts as determined by UlOOO (exact amplitude 
necessary to accurately encode data in plug-in units; see 
Encoding the Data). The trigger output at pin 5 provides 
the switching signal for the time-slot counter and readout 
intensity control Q1018. 

The signals a t  pin 12, 13, 14, and 16 are produced only 
when the triangle waveform i s  on i t s  negative slope and the 
trapezoidal waveform has reached the lower level. The 
timing sequence of these waveforms i s  very important to 
the correct operation of the readout system (see expanded 
waveforms in Fig. 2-3). The 2-Axis blank at pin 14 i s  
produced first. This negative going signal drives 01015 
which removes the current input for the interface to the 
Z-Axis amplifier to blank the CRT before the display i s  
switched to the readout system. It also produces the strobe 
pulse through R1010, QIOIO and CR1013 to signal other 
stages within the readout system to begin the sequence 
necessary to produce a character. The collector level of 
QIOIO is  also connected to character generator No. 2, 
U1092 through 01010-CR1010. This activates U1092 
during the quiescent period of the strobe pulse (collector of 
QIOIO negative) and diverts the output current of row 
decoder U1035 to row 2. The purpose of this configuration 
is  to prevent the zeros logic and memory stage U1060 from 
storing incorrect data during the quiescent period of the 
strobe pulse. When the strobe pulse goes positive, CRlOlO 
i s  reverse biased to disconnect Q l  010 from U1092, and 
allow the row decoder to operate in the normal manner. 

Pin 6 

Pin 10 

Trigger 
Pin 5 

Character 
Scan 
Pin 16 

Z-Axis 
Logic 
Blank 
Pin 14 

Channel 
Switch 
OFF 

Command 
Pin 13 

Readout 
Intensity 
Pin 12 

NOTE: Test 

Fig. 2-2. Output waveforms of timer stage. 
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Character Scan 
Pin 16 

2-Axis Logic 
I F F  Command 

Pin 14 

Vertical and 
Horizontal 
Channel 

Switch OFF 
Command 

Pin 13 

Readout 
l ntensity 
Pin 12 

. a 4 

NOTE: Test bsci~ioscd~e exteinall\;. triigered from channel 

Fig. 2-3. Detail of output at pins 12, 13, 14 and 16 of U1000. 

The next signal to be produced i s  the channel switch off 
command at pin 13. This positive-going signal disconnects 
the plug-in signals in the vertical and horizontal deflection 
system so that the plug-in units do not control the position 
of the CRT beam during the readout display. This signal i s  
also connected to the decimal point logic and character 
position counter stage and the format generator stage. The 
readout unblanking output at pin 12 i s  produced next. This 
current i s  connected to the 2-Axis amplifier to unblank the 
CRT to the intensity level determined by READOUT 
intensity control R 1000. However, 0 1  01 8 prevents the 
intensity current from reaching the Z-Axis amp1 if ier until 
the character scan ramp a t  pin 16 begins i t s  positive slope. 
The character scan ramp at pin 16 started to go negative as 
this timing sequence began. The triangular character scan 
ramp runs negatively from about -2 volts to about -8.5 
volts, then returns back to the original level. This waveform 
provides the scanning signal for the character generator 
stages. Full character scan adjustment R1006 sets the DC 
level of the character scan ramp to provide complete 
characters on the display. 

The timer stage operates in one of two modes, as 
controlled by the display skip level a t  pin 4. The basic 
mode just described is a condition that does not occur 

unless all ten characters of each word (80 characters total) 
are displayed on the CRT. Under typical conditions only a 
few characters are displayed in each word. The display skip 
level a t  pin 4 determines the period of the timer output 
signal. When a character is to be generated, pin 4 i s  LO and 
the circuit operates as just described. However, when a 
character is not to be displayed, a H I level is applied to pin 
4 of UlOOO through CR1003 from the display skip 
generator stage. This signal causes the timer to shorten i t s  
period of operation to about 210 microseconds. The 
waveforms in Fig. 2-4 show the operation of the timer stage 
when the display skip condition occurs for all positions in a 
word. Notice that there i s  no output a t  pins 12, 13, 14, and 
16 under this condition. This means that the CRT display i s  
not interrupted to display characters. Also notice that the 
triangle waveform a t  pin 6 does not go as far negative and 
that the negative portion of the trapezoidal waveform a t  
pin 10 is shorter. Complete details on operation of the 
display-skip generator are given later. 

READOUT intensity control RlOOO sets the intensity of 
the readout display independently of the INTENSITY 
control. The READOUT intensity control also pFovides a 
means of turning the readout system off when a readout 
display i s  not desired. When RlOOO is  .turned fully 
counterclockwise, switch Sl  000 opens. The current to pin 
11 of U1000 is  interrupted and, a t  the same time, a positive 
voltage is applied to pin 4 through R1003 and CR1002. 
This positive voltage switches the stage to the same 
condition that were present under the display-skip 
conditions. Therefore, the CRT display is not interrupted 
to present characters. However, time-slot pulses continue to. 
be generated. 

Time-Slot Counter 

Time-Slot counter U1025 is a sequential switch that 
directs the trapezoidal waveform input a t  pin 8 to one of i t s  
10 output lines. These time-slot pulses are used to 
interrogate the plug-in units to obtain data for the readout 
system. The trigger pulse a t  pin 15 switches the time-slot 
counter to the next output line; the output signal is 
sequenced consecutively from time-slot 1 through time-slot 
10. Fig. 2-5 shows the time-relationship of the time-slot 
pulses. Notice that only one of the lines carries a time-slot 
pulse a t  any given time. When time-slot 10 i s  completed a 
negative-going end-of-word pulse is produced a t  pin 2. The 
end-of-word pulse provides a drive pulse for the channel 
counter and also provides an enabling level to the 
display-skip generator during time-slot 1 only. The 
end-of-word pulse also resets the decimal point logic and 
zeros logic. 

Word Counter 

The word counter, made up of three flip flops in 
integrated circuit U 1075, is a binary counter that produces 
the word address code for the column and row decoder 
stages. 
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Pin 6 

Pin 10 

Trigger 
Pin 5 

Zharacter Scan 
Pin 16 

2-Axis 
Blanking 
Pin 14 

l ntensity 
Pin 12 

NOTE: Test oscilloscope externally triggered from word 

Fig. 2-4. Timer stage operation when display-skip condition occurs. 

This code instructs these stages to sequentially select and 
display the data from the plug-ins. The input channel that is 
displayed with each combination of the word address code 
i s  given in the discussion for the applicable stages. 

Encoding The Data 

Data i s  conveyed from the plug-in units to the readout 
system in the form of an analog code having up to 11 
current levels (from zero to one milliampere in 100 
microampere steps). The characters that can be selected by 
the encoded data are shown on the character selection 
matrix (see Fig. 2-6). Each character requires two currents 
to define it; these currents are identified as the column 
current and the row current which correspond to the 
column and row of the matrix. The column and row data is 
encoded by resistive programming in the plug-in units. The 
resistors are connected between the time-slot lines and the 
row or column lines. 

The amplitude of the time-slot pulses i s  exactly -15 
volts as determined by the timer stage. Therefore, the 
resultant output from the plug-in units can be accurately 
controlled by the programming resistors in the plug-in 
units. 

Time-slot 
pulse 1 
Pin 3 

Time-slot 
pulse 2 
Pin 13 

Time-slot 
pulse 3 
Pin 12 

NOTE: Test oscilloscope externally triggered from word 

Fig. 2-5. Time relationship of the time-slot (TS) pulses produced by 
U 1025. 
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Fig. 2-7A shows an idealized current waveform of row 
analog data, which results from the 10 time-slot pulses. 
Each of the steps to current shown in these waveforms 
correspond to 100 microamperes of current. The row 
numbers on the left-hand side of the waveform correspond 
to the rows in the character selection matrix shown in Fig. 
2-6. The row analog data i s  connected back to the readout 
system via contact B28 of the plug-in interface. ldealized 
column current waveforms at contact A28 of the plug-in 
interface are shown in Fig. 2-7B. 

Referring to the character selection matrix, two units of 
column current, along with the two units of row current 
encoded during TS-1, indicates that two zeros should be 
added to the display. One unit of column current during 
time-slot 2, along with the one unit of current from the row 
output, instructs the readout system to add an invert arrow 
to the display. 

No column current output during TS-3 means no display 
on the CRT (see Display-Skip Generator for further 
information). Two units of column current are encoded 

\ Time-Slot + 

togram for 100 pV, inverted, calibrated (uncalibrated operation 
ihown by shaded area) 

Fig. 2-7. Idealized current waveforms of: (A) Row analog data, 
(B) Column analog data. 

during TS-4. There i s  no row current encoded during this 
time-slot; this results in the numeral 1 being displayed on 
the CRT. Neither row nor column analog data i s  encoded 
during time-slots 5, 6, and 7. During TS-8 two units of 
column current and three units of row current are encoded. 
This addresses the p prefix in the character selection 
matrix. The final data output i s  provided from time slot 9: 
three units of coiumn current and four units of row current 
cause a V (volts) to be displayed. The resultant CRT 
readout i s  100 pV. 

The column analog data encoded by the plug-in unit can 
be modified by attenuator probes connected to the input 
connectors of vertical plug-in units. A special coding ring 
around the input connector of the plug-in unit senses the 
attenuation ratio of the probe (with readout-coded probes 
only). The probe contains a resistor that causes additional 
column current. For example, if a 10X attenuator probe i s  
connected to a plug-in with the coding for 100 microvolts, 
an additional unit of current is added to the column analog 
data during time-slot 1. Since two units of current were 
encoded in Fig. 2-7, this additional current results in a total 
of three units of column analog current during this 
time-slot. 

Referring to the character selection matrix, three units of 
column current, along with the two units of row current, 
indicates that the prefix should be reduced. Since this 
instruction occurs in the same time-slot that previously 
indicated that two zeros should be added to the display, 
and only one instruction can be encoded during a time-slot, 
the zeros do not appear in the display. The CRT readout 
now changes to 1 mV. 

Likewise, if a 100X readout-coded probe i s  connected to 
the input of the plug-in unit, the column current during 
time-slot 1 i s  increased two units for a total of four units of 
column current. This addresses an instruction in the 
character selection matrix, which reduces the prefix and 
adds one zero to the display. The resultant CRT readout 
with the previous program i s  10 mV. 

Two other lines of information are connected from each 
plug-in compartment to the readout system. The column 
and row analog data from channel 2 of a dual-channel 
plug-in are connected to the readout system through 
contacts A24 and B24 of the plug-in interface, respectively. 

Column and Row Data Switches 

The readout data from the plug-in units i s  connected to 
the column and row data switch stages. A column-data line 
and a row-data line convey analog data from each of the 
eight data sources (two channels from each of the three 
plug-in compartments and two external channels, option 3). 
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The column data switch U1040 and the row data switch 
U1030 receive the word address code from the word 
counter. This binary code directs the column data switch 
and the row data switch as to which channel should be the 
source of the readout data. Table 2-1 gives the eight 
combinations of the word address code and the resultant 
channel is selected with each combination. These stages 
have eight inputs and provide a single time-multiplexed 
output at pin 7, which includes the information from all of 
the input channels. Six of the eight inputs to each stage 
originate in the plug-in units; the seventh and eighth inputs 
come from an optional external access jack. 

TABLE 2-1 

Word Address Code 

I Pin 8 
U1075 

LO 

I HI I LO 1 HI I Channel 1 Horizontal 
I LO 

LO 
LO 
HI 

Pin 9 
U1075 

LO 

Display-Skip Generator 

The display-skip generator, 0 1  040-01048-01050-01052 
monitors the time-multiplexed column data a t  the output 
of the column data switch during each time-slot, to 
determine if the information a t  this point is valid data that 
should result in a CRT display. The voltage a t  the base of 
0 1  O4OB is  set by divider CR 1040-CR 1041 -R1046-R 1047- 
R1048. Quiescently, there is about 100 microamperes of 
current flowing through R1040 from 01056 and the zeros 
logic and memory stage (purpose of this quiescent current 
will be discussed in connection with the zeros logic and 
memory stage). This current biases 01040A so that i t s  base 
i s  about 0.2 volt more positive than the base of 01040B in 
the absence of column data. Therefore, since Q1040A and 
Q1040B are connected as a comparator, Q1040A will 
remain on unless i t s  base is pulled more negative than the 
base of 01040B. The analog data output from the column 
data switch produces a 0.5-volt change a t  the base of 
01040A for each unit of column current that has been 
encoded by the plug-in unit. Therefore, whenever any 
information appears a t  the output of the column'data 
switch, the base of Q1040A i s  pulled more negative than 
the base of 01040B, resulting in a negative (LO) 
display-skip output to the timer stage through 01052. 
Recall that a LO was necessary at the skip input of the 
timer so it could perform the complete sequence necessary 
to display a character. 

LO 
HI 
HI 
LO 

HI 
HI 

01048-01 050 also provide display-skip action. The 
end-of-word level connected to their emitters through 
R1050 i s  LO only during time-slot 1. This means that 
01048-01050 are enabled only during time-slot 1. These 
transistors allow the zero logic and memory stage to 
generate a display-skip signal during time-slot 1 when 
information that i s  not to be displayed on the CRT has 
been stored in memory (further information given under 
Zeros Logic and Memory discussion)-. 

Pin 12 
U1075 

LO 

Column and Row Decoder 

Channel 
Selected 

Channel 2 Left Vertical 
HI 
LO 
HI 
LO 

HI 
HI 

The column decoder U1070 and row decoder U1035 
sense the magnitude of the analog voltages a t  their inputs 
and produce a binary output on one of ten lines 
corresponding to the column or row data which was 
encoded by the plug-in unit. These outputs provide the 
column digital data and row digital data, which i s  used by 
the character generator stages to select the desired character 
for display on the CRT. The column and row data i s  also 
used throughout the readout system to perform other 
functions. The input current a t  pin 9 of the column 
decoder stage i s  steered to only one of the ten column 
digital data outputs. When a display-skip signal i s  present 
(collector of 01052 HI), pin 9 is pulled HI through 
CR1052. This ensures that no current is connected to the 
character generator stage under this condition. Notice the 
corresponding input on the row decoder. This input i s  
connected to ground and causes one of the ten row outputs 
to saturate to ground. 

Channel 1 Left Vertical 
Channel 2 Right Vertical 
Channel 1 Right Vertical 

Channel 2 Horizontal 

Zeros Logic and Memory 

LO 
HI 

The zeros logic and memory stage U1060 stores data 
encoded by the plug-in units to provide zeros-adding and 
prefix-shifting logic for the readout system. The strobe 
pulse a t  pin 15 goes positive when the data has stabilized 
and can be inspected. This activates the zeros logic and 
memory stage so it can store the encoded data. A block 
representation of the memory sequence is  shown in Fig. 
2-8. If the plug-in unit encoded data for column 1, 2,3,4, 
or 10 of row 3, the appropriate memory (or memories) i s  
set. 

Channel 2 External Access 
Channel 1 External Access 

If data is encoded, a negative-going output i s  produced a t  
pin 7 as the memories are being set. This negative-going 
pulse is connected to the base of 01050 in the display-skip 
generator to produce a display-skip output. Since the 
information that i s  encoded i s  only provided to set the 
memories and not intended to be displayed on the CRT a t  
this time, the display-skip output prevents a readout display 
if this encoding occurs in time-slot 1. 

During time-slot 5, memory A i s  interrogated. If 
information is  stored in this memory, a positive-going 
output i s  produced at pin 7. This pulse is connected to pin 
10 of the column decoder through 01056 to add one unit 
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Interrogation pulses 

f Time-Slot 5 Time-Slot 6 Time-Slot 8 TimeSlot 1 

Column 1 

Column 2 

Column 3 

Column 4 

Column 10 

Row 3 

Word Trigger 

4 3 6 5 

12 Memory --- 
' A  * 1 

7 4 B 
(Add '0') 

Memory 
4 b 

13 A 
. 
4 

B - 

10 

11 - a ; prefix) . <  

16 <-+ Enable to all memories 

9 <-' Reset to all memories 

Memory 

(Blank) 

Fig. 2-8. Block representation of memory sequence in U 1060. 

of current a t  the input of the column decoder. This 
produces a zero after the character displayed on the CRT 
during time-slot 4. During time-slot 6, memory B i s  
interrogated to see if another zero should be added. If 
another zero i s  necessary, a second positive output i s  
produced a t  pin 7, which again results in a column 1 output 
from the column decoder and a second zero in the CRT 
display. 

Finally, memory C is interrogated during time-slot 8 to 
obtain information on whether the prefix should be 
reduced, or left a t  the value which was encoded. If data has 
been encoded which calls for a reduction in prefix, a 
negative-going output level i s  produced a t  pin 7. This 
negative level subtracts one unit of column current from 
the data a t  the input to the column decoder. Notice on the 
character selection matrix of Fig. 2-6 that a reduction of 
one column when row 4 is programmed results in a one unit 
reduction of the prefix. For example, with the 100 pV 
program, if data was received from the plug-in calling for a 
reduction in prefix, the CRT readout would be changed to 
1 mV (zeros deleted by program; see Encoding the Data). 

The 100 microamperes of quiescent current through 
R1041, provided by 01056 (see Display-Skip Generator), 
allows the prefix to be reduced from p (200 microamperes 
column current; column 2) to m (100 microamperes 
column current; column 1). (Notice that if the prefix 
program i s  reduced from column 1 to column zero, the 
readout system does not display a character a t  this readout 
location.) 

A further function of the zeros logic is the blank 
function. If ten units of column current are encoded along 
with two units of row current (row 3, column lo), the zero 
logic produces a negative-going output pulse at pin 1 of 
U1060. This pulse lasts until the end of time-slot 10. Pin 1 
of U1060 i s  connected to the base of Q1018 through 
R1020. When turned on, Q1018 prevents the readout 
intensity current from reaching the 2-Axis amplifier. 

The end-of-word signal from the time-slot counter is  
connected to pin 9 of U1060 through C1065. At the end of 
each word of readout information, this pulse goes LO. This 
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erases the four memories in the zeros logic and memory in 
preparation for the data to be received from the next 
channel. 

Character Generators 

The Character Generator stage consists of five similar 
integrated circuits U1090-U1098, which generate the X 
(horizontal) and Y (vertical) outputs a t  pins 16 and 1 
respectively, to produce the character displayed on the 
CRT. Each integrated circuit can produce 10 individual 
characters. U1090 which i s  designated as the "numerals" 
character generator can produce the numerals 0 through 9 
shown in row 1 of the character selection matrix (Fig. 2-6). 
U1092 can produce the symbols shown in row 2 of the 
character selection matrix and U1094 produces the prefixes 
and some letters of the alphabet that are used as prefixes in 
row 4. U1096 and U1098 produce the remaining letters of 
the alphabet shown in rows 5 and 6 of the character 
selection matrix. All of the character-generator stages 
receive the column digital data from column decoder 
U1070 in parallel. However, only one of the character 
generators receives row data at a particular time and only 
the stage that receives both row and column data is 
activated. For example, if column 2 i s  encoded by a plug-in 
unit, the five character generators are enabled so that either 
a 1, <,p, V, or an N can be produced. However, if at the 
same time row 4 has also been encoded by the plug-in unit, 
only the prefix character generator U1094 will produce an 
output to result in a p displayed on the screen. This 
integrated circuit provides current outputs to the format 
generator, which produce the selected character on the 
CRT. In a similar manner, any of the 50 characters shown 
in the character selection matrix can be displayed by 
correct addressing of the row and column. 

Decimal Point Logic and Character Position 
Counter 

Decimal point logic and character position counter 
U1080 performs two functions. The first function i s  to 
produce a staircase current, which i s  added to the X 
(horizontal) signal to space the characters horizontally on 
the CRT. After each character i s  aenerated- the 
negative-gqing edge of the cnannel switch OFF signal at pin 
5 advances the character position counter. This produces a 
current step output a t  pin 3 which, when added to the X 
signal, causes the next character to be displayed one 
character space to the right. This stage can also be advanced 
when a space instruction i s  encoded by the plug-in unit so 
that a space is left between the displayed characters on the 
CRT. Row 10 information from the row decoder i s  
connected to pin 4 of U1080 through R1083. When row 10 
and column 0 i s  encoded, the output of this stage advances 
one step to move the next character another space to the 
right. However, under this condition, no display i s  
produced on the CRT during this time-slot, since the 
character generators are not activated. 

Time-slot pulses 1, 2, and 3 are also connected to pin 4 
of U1080 through VR1080, VR1081, and VR1082 
respectively and R 1088, R 1082. This configuration adds a 
space to the displayed word during time-slots 1, 2, and 3 
even if information i s  not encoded for display during these 
time-slots. With this feature, the information that is  
displayed during time-slot 4 (1 -2-5 data) always starts in the 
fourth character position whether data has been displayed 
in the previous time-slots or not. Therefore, the resultant 
CRT display does not shift position as normallinvert or 
calluncal information i s  encoded by the plug-in. The 
end-of-word pulse connected to pin 8 of U1080 through 
C1080 resets the character position counter to the first 
character position a t  the end of each word. 

The decimal point logic portion of this stage allows 
decimal points to be added to the CRT display as encoded 
by the plug-in units. When row 7 is encoded in coincidence 
with columns 3 through 7 (usually encoded during time-slot 
1 ), a decimal point i s  placed a t  one of the five locations on 
the CRT identified in row 7 of the character selection 
matrix (Fig. 2-6). This instruction refers to the decimal 
point location in relation to the total number of characters 
that can be displayed on the CRT (see Fig. 2-9). For 
example, if column 3 and row 7 are encoded during 
time-slot 1, the system i s  instructed to place a decimal 
point in location No. 3. As shown in Fig. 2-9, this displays a 
decimal point before the third character that can be 
displayed on the CRT (first three time-slots produce a space 
whether data is encoded or not; see previous paragraph). 
The simultaneous application of row 7 data to the Y-input 
of the format generator through R1080 raises the decimal 
point so it appears between the displayed characters. 

Decimal-point location en- 
coded during this time-slot / - no display 

/ First possible character dis- 
played on CRT at this loca- / tion 

First number of measure- 
ment normally displayed at 
this location 

\ Decimal point 
location No. 7 

(column 7) 

Decimal point 
I 

Decimal point \ location NO. 6 
location NO. 3 Decimal point 6, 

(column 3) location No. 5 
(column 5) 

Fig. 2-9. Readout word relating 10 character locations to 
the decimal point instructions that can be encoded, and the 
resultant CRT display. 
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When decimal-point data i s  encoded, the CRT i s  
unblanked so a readout display i s  presented. However, since 
row 7 does not activate any of the five character generators, 
the CRT beam i s  not deflected but instead remains in a 
fixed position to display a decimal point between the 
character along the bottom line of the readout word. After 
the decimal point i s  produced in the addressed location, the 
CRT beam returns to the location indicated by the 
character position counter to produce the remainder of the 
display. 

Format Generator 

The X and Y deflection signals produced by the 
character generator stage, are connected to pins 2 and 7, 
respectively, of format generator U1100. The word address 
code from the word counter i s  also connected to pins 1, 8, 
and 15 of this stage. The word address code directs the 
format generator to add current to the X and Y signals to 
deflect the CRT beam to the area of the CRT that i s  
associated with the plug-in channel that originated the 
information (see Fig. 2-1 ). 

In addition, the character position current from the 
decimal point logic and character position stage i s  added to 
the X (horizontal) input signal to space the characters 
horizontally on the CRT (see previous discussion). The 

channel switch OFF signal a t  pin 13 activates this stage 
when a character is to be displayed on the CRT. Vertical 
spacing adjustment, R 1 18, sets the separation between the 
upper and lower readout displays. 

Y-Output Amplifier 

The Y-output signal a t  pin 6 of U1100 i s  connected to 
the Y-output amplifier 01  100. This stage provides a low 
impedance load for the format generator while providing 
isolation between the readout system and the vertical 
amplifier. 

X-Output Amplifier 

The X-output amplifier 0 1  110 operates similarly to the 
Y-output amplifier. I t  provides the horizontal deflection 
from the readout signal available a t  pin 4 of U1100. 
Horizontal position i s  controlled by R1110, which changes 
the emitter current of 0 1  1 10. 

Horizontal channel switch U1130 normally passes signals 
from the horizontal plug-in connector to  the horizontal 
amplifier with unity gain. When the channel switch OFF 
signal is generated by timer U1000, the channel switch 
substitutes the horizontal readout signal for the horizontal 
plug-in connector signal. 
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PlasticCased Transistors Metal Cased Transistors 
m*******.*m.***.***************************** . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

0 b 
0 

Heat diaipator 
(may be applied 
to some metal- 
cased transistors) 

Power Transistors i FET I Dual FET l ntegrated Circuits 

Fig. 3-1. Electrode configuration data for semiconductor devices. 

Semiconductor Lead Configuration. Fig. 3-1 shows the 
lead configuration of the semiconductor devices used in this 
instrument. 

Multi-Connector Holders. The multi-connector holder is 
keyed with two triangles, one on the holder and one on the 
circuit board. When a connection i s  made perpendicular to 
a circuit board surface, the orientation of the triangle and 
the slot numbers on the connector holder i s  determined by 
the direction of the nomenclature marking (see Fig. 3-2). 

Troubleshooting Equipment 

The following equipment i s  useful for troubleshooting 
the 5400-series oscilloscope and i t s  plug-in units: 

Semiconductor Tester 

Description: Dynamic-type tester. 

Purpose: To test the semiconductors used in this 
instrument system. 

Mu lti meter 

Description: VTVM, 10-megohm input impedance 
and 0 to 300 volts range, AC and DC; ohm'meter, 0 to 
50 megohms. Accuracy, within 3%. Test probes must 
be insulated to prevent accidental shorting. 

Recommended type: Tektronix Type 576 Transistor 
Curve Tracer or equivalent. Fig. 3-2. Multi-connector holder orientation. 

REV. B, AUG. 1975 
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Purpose: To check voltages and for general trouble- 
shooting in this instrument system. 

NOTE 

A 20,000 ohms/volt VOM can be used to check the 
voltages in this instrument if a110 wances are made for 
the circuit loading of the VOM at high-impedance 
PO in ts. 

Test Oscilloscope 

Description: Frequency response, DC to 50 mega- 
hertz minimum; deflection factor, 1 millivolt/division 
to 5 volts/division. A IOX, 10-megohm voltage probe 
should be used to  reduce circuit loading for voltage 
measurements. 

Purpose: To check operating waveforms in this 
instrument. 

Troubleshooting Techniques 

This troubleshooting procedure i s  arranged in an order 
that checks the simple trouble possibilities before pro- 
ceeding with extensive troubleshooting. When a defective 
component i s  located, it should be replaced, following the 
replacement procedure given under Component Replace- 
ment. 

1. Check Control Settings. lncorrect control settings can 
indicate a trouble that does not exist. I f  there i s  any 
question about the correct function or operation of any 
control, see the operating instructions for the instrument 
involved. 

2. Check System and Associated Equipment. Before 
proceeding with troubleshooting of the 5400 system, check 
that the instruments in the system are operating correctly. 
Check for proper interconnection between the display unit 
and power supply/amplifier unit. Check that the signal is 
properly connected and that the interconnecting cables or 
signal source are not defective. Also, check the power 
source. The associated plug-in units can be checked for 
proper operation by substituting other units that are known 
to be operating properly (preferably of the same types), or 
by interchanging plug-in units within the 5403. I f  the 
trouble persists after substitution, the oscilloscope main- 
frame is  probably at fault. 

3. Visual Check. Visually check the portion of the 
instrument in which the trouble is suspected. Many troubles 
can be located by visual indications such as unsoldered 
connections, broken wires, damaged circuit board, damaged 
components, etc. 

4. Check I nstrument Adjustment. Check the adjustment 
of the 5400-series oscilloscope and i t s  associated plug-ins, 
or check the affected circuit i f  the trouble appears in one 
circuit. The apparent trouble may only be a result of 
misadjustment. Complete adjustment instructions are given 
in the Service Information section for each instrument in 
the system. 

5. Isolate the Trouble to a Circuit. To isolate trouble to 
a particular circuit, note the trouble symptom. The 
symptom often identifies the circuit in which the trouble is 
located. For example, poor focus indicates that the CRT 
circuit (includes high-voltage supplies) i s  probably at fault. 
When trouble symptoms appear in more than one circuit, 
check affected circuits by taking voltage and waveform 
readings. 

lncorrect operation of all circuits often indicates trouble 
in the power supply. Check first for correct voltage of the 
individual supplies. However, a defective component 
elsewhere in the instrument can appear as a power-supply 
trouble and may also affect the operation of other circuits. 
Table 3-1 l i s t s  the tolerances of the power supplies in this 
instrument. These voltages are measured between the 
power-supply test points and ground on the Power Supply 
circuit board (see the adjustments LV Power Supply Circuit 
Board foldout page in this manual for test point locations). 
I f  a power-supply voltage i s  within the listed tolerance, the 
supply can be assumed to be working correctly. I f  outside 
the tolerance, the supply may be misadjusted or operating 
incorrectly. Use the procedure given in the adjustment 
procedure to adjust the power supplies. 

TABLE 3-1 

Power Supply Tolerances 

power supply I Tolerance 1 Typical Ripple 

200 V 
+30 V 
+ I5  V 
+5 V 

6. Check Voltages and Waveforms. Often the defective 

-15V 
-30 V 

component can be located by checking for the correct 
voltage or waveform in the circuit. 

+I 80 V t o  +240 V 
+29.925 V to +30.075 V 
+I 4.85 V to  +I 5.1 5 V 

+4.9 V to +5.1 V 

7 .  Check l ndividual Components. The following 
methods are provided for checking the individual 
components in the 5400-series instrument system. 
Components that are soldered in place are best checked by 
disconnecting one end, isolating the measurement from the 
effects of surrounding circuitry. 

2 V or less 
2 mV or less 
2 mV or less 
2 mV or less 

-14.85 V to -1 5.1 5 V 
-29.925 V to -30.075 V 

2 mV or less 
2 mV or less 
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8. Repair and Readjust the Circuit. Special techniques 
required to  replace the components in this unit are given 
under Component Replacement. Be sure to  check the 

Power switch must be turned off before removing or performance of any circuit that has been repaired or that 
replacing components, including semiconductors, has had any electrical components replaced. Adjustment of 

the affected circuit may be necessary. 

a. Transistors and lntegrated Circuits. A good check of 
transistor operation is actual performance under operating Replacement Parts 
conditions. A transistor can most effectively be checked by 
substituting a new component for it (or one which has been 
checked previously). However, be sure that circuit 
conditions are not such that a replacement transistor might 
also be damaged. I f  substitute transistors are not available, 
use a dynamic tester. Static-type testers are not 
recommended, since they do not check operation under 
simulated operating conditions. A desoldering tool must be 
used t o  remove soldered-in transistors; see component 

Standard Parts. All electrical and mechanical part 
replacements for the 5400-series oscilloscope system can be 
obtained through your local Tektronix Field Office or 
representative. However, many of the standard electronic 
components can be obtained locally in less time than is 
required t o  order them from Tektronix, Inc. Before 
purchasing or ordering replacement parts, check the parts 
lists for value, tolerance, rating, and description. 

replacement procedure for details. 
NOTE 

lntegrated circuits can be checked with a voltmeter, test 
oscilloscope, or by direct substitution. A good understanding 
of the circuit description is essential to  troubleshooting 
circuits using ICrs. Operating waveforms, logic levels, and 
other operating information for the IC's are given in the 
Theory Of Operation section of the appropriate manual. 
Use care when checking voltages and waveforms around the 

When selecting replacement parts, it is important to 
remember that the physical size and shape of the 
component may affect its performance in the 
instrument. All replacement parts should be direct 
replacements unless i t  is known that a different 
component will not adversely affect the instrument 
performance. 

IC's so that adjacent leads are not shorted together. A con- 
venient means of clipping a t e s t  probe to the 14- and 16- pin 
in-line IC's i s  with an integrated-circuit t e s t  clip. This device Special Parts. Some parts are manufactured or selected 

by Tektronix to  satisy particular requirements, or are also doubles as an extraction tool. 
manufactured for Tektronix to our specifications. These 
special parts are indicated in the parts list by an asterisk 

b. Diodes. A diode can be checked for an open or for a preceding the part number. Most of the mechanical parts 

short circuit by measuring the resistance between terminals used in this system have been manufactured by Tektronix. 

with an ohmmeter set to the lk scale. The diode 
Order all special parts directly from your local Tektronix 

resistance should be very high in one direction and very low Field Office or representative. 

when the meter leads are reversed. Do not check tunnel 
diodes or back diodes with an ohmmeter. 

Ordering Parts. When ordering replacement parts from 

C A U T I O N  a Tektronix, Inc., refer to  the page immediately preceding 
each electrical parts l i s t  section. Include the following 
information : 

Do not use an ohmmeter that has a high internal 
current. High currents may damage the diode. 1. l nstrument Type (5403, D40, 5A48, etc.) 

2. Instrument Serial Number 
c. Resistors. Check the resistors with an ohmmeter. 

Resistor tolerance i s  given in the Electrical Parts List. 3. A description of the part (if electrical, include the 
Resistors normally do not need to  be replaced unless the circuit number) 
measured value varies widely from the specified value. 

4. Tektronix Part Number 

d. Capacitors. A leaky or shorted capacitor can be 
detected by checking resistance with an ohmmeter on the c~~~~~~~~ ~~~l~~~~~~~ 
highest scale. Use an ohmmeter that does not exceed the 
voltage rating of the capacitor. The resistance reading The exploded-view drawings associated with the 
should be high after initial charge of the capacitor. An open mechanical parts l i s t  (foldout pages) may be helpful when 
capacitor can best be detected with a capacitance meter, or disassembling or re-assembling individual components or 
by checking whether the capacitor passes AC signals. sub-assemblies. 
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Circuit Board Replacement. I f  a circuit board is damaged 
beyond repair, the entire assembly, including al l  
soldered-on components can be replaced. Part numbers are 
given in the mechanical parts l is ts  for the completely wired 
board. 

To remove or replace a board, proceed as follows: 

1. Disconnect al l  leads connected to the board (both 
dered lead connections and solderless pin connections). 

2. Remove al l  screws holding the board to the chassis or 
ler mounting surface. Some boards may be held fast on 

one side by a slotted plastic bar in addition to the screws 
(for example, the H.V. and horizontal boards in the display 
modules). For these, remove the screws then pull the circuit 
board from i t s  slot to free the board. Also, remove any 
obstructions that would prevent the board from being lifted 
out of the instrument. 

3. Lift the circuit board out of the unit. Do not force or 
bend the board. 

4. To replace the board, reverse the order of removal. 
Use care when replacing pin connectors;.if forced into place 
incorrectly positioned, the pin connectors may be damaged. 

Transistor and Integrated Circuit Replacement. 
Transistors and IC's should not be replaced unless they are 
actually defective. I f  removed from their sockets during 
routine maintenance, return them to their original sockets. 
Unnecessary replacement or switching of semiconductor 
devices may affect the instrument adjustment. When a 
transistor is replaced, check the operation of the part of the 
instrument that may be affected. 

C A U T I O N  a 
POWER switch must be turned off before removing 
or replacing semiconductors. 

Replacement semiconductors should be of the original 
type or a direct replacement. Fig. 3-1 shows the lead 
configuration of the semiconductors used .in this instrument 
system. When removing soldered-in transistors, use a 
de-soldering tool to remove the solder from the holes in the 
circuit board. 

An extracting tool should be used to remove the 14- and 
16-pin integrated circuits to prevent damage to the pins. 
This tool is available from Tektronix, Inc. Order Tektronix 
Part No. 003-0619-90. I f  an extracting tool i s  not available, 

use care to avoid damaging the pins. Pull slowly and evenly 
on both ends of the IC. Try to avoid having one end of the 
IC disengage from the socket before the other end. 

To replace one of the power transistors mounted on the 
chassis adjacent to the Power Supply circuit board, first 
unsolder the leads. Then, loosen the nuts on the plastic bar, 
or the screw in the metal clamp, that clamps the transistor 
to the chassis. Remove the defective transistor. When 
replacing the transistor, use silicone grease on both sides of 
the insulator plate and on the metal tab, if the transistor 
has one, to increase heat transfer from the transistor to the 
chassis. 

Interconnecting Pin Replacement. To replace a pin 
which i s  mounted on a circuit board, first disconnect any 
pin connectors. Then, unsolder the damaged pin and pull it 
out of the board with a pair of pliers. Be careful not to 
damage the wiring on the board with too much heat. Ream 
out the hole in the circuit board with a 0.031-inch drill. 
Remove the ferrule from the new interconnecting pin and 
press the new pin into the hole in the circuit board. 
Position the pin in the same manner as the old pin. I f  the 
old pin was bent a t  an angle to mate with a connector, bend 
the new pin to match the associated pins. 

NOTE 

A pin replacement k i t  including necessary tools, 
instructions, and replacement pins is available from 
Tektronix, lnc. Order Tektronix Part No. 
040-0542-00. 

Switch Replacement. The following special maintenance 
information is  provided for the cam switches and 
pushbutton switches used in this instrument system. 

C A U T I O N  a 
Repair of cam switches should be undertaken only by 
experienced repair personnel. Switch alignment and 
spring tension of the contacts must be carefully 
maintained for proper operation of the switch. For 
assistance in repair of the cam switches, contact your 
local Tektronix Field Office or representative. 

A. CAM SWITCHES 

Two cam switch repair kits are available, they are: Cam 
Switch Repair Kit, Tektronix Part No. 040-0541-00; High 
Frequency Cam Switch Repair Kit, Tektronix Part No. 
003-0708-00. 

REV. MAR 1974 
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The first kit, Part No. 040-0541-00 i s  used t o  repair the 
cam switches in most time-base plug-in units and some 
vertical plug-in units. The second kit, Part No. 003-0708-00 
is used to repair the cam switches using the high-frequency 
contact, which is used in several vertical plug-in units. 

The cam switches consist of  a rotating drum with lobes, 
whose position is controlled by the front-panel knobs, 
which actuates spring-leaf contacts. 

The following instructions have been generalized to f i t  
all instruments. Detailed instructions for cam switch repair, 
where required, will be found in the appropriate manual. 

(1 ) Remove any shields, switch shafts, interfering wires, 
components, or circuit boards which prevent access to the 
circuit board with the bad cam switch contact. 

NOTE 

Cam switch bearing blocks which attach to more than 
one circuit board should not be separated from both 
boards during disassembly, unless absolutely 
necessary, as proper bearing alignment will be 
difficult. 

(2) Completely remove from the instrument the circuit 
board having the defective cam switch contact. 

(3) To replace the defective cam switch contacts, follow 
the instructions given in the switch repair kit. 

(4) To reassemble the instrument, reverse the 
disassembly procedure. 

B. PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES 

The pushbutton switches are not repairable and should 
be replaced as a unit i f  defective. Use a de-soldering tool to 
remove solder from the holes in the circuit board when 
unsoldering.the switches. 

D40 Cathode-Ray Tube Replacement. The following 
procedure outlines the removal and replacement of the 
tube. Refer to Figs. 3-3- and 3-4. 

I W A R N I N G  ) 

Use care when handling a CRT. Protective clothing 
and safety glasses should be worn. Avoid striking i t  
on any object which might cause i t  to crack or 
implode. When storing a CRT, place i t  in a protective 
carton or set i t  face do wn in a protected location on a 
smooth surface with a soft mat under the faceplate to 
pro tect i t  from scrathces. 

A. REMOVAL 

(1) Remove the bezel assembly, which is held in place 
with two screws. (The bezel assembly includes a snap-in 
implosion shield.) 

(2) Disconnect deflection leads from CRT neck pin 
receptacles. For storage CRT's, disconnect the 
storage-element cable connector from the Storage circuit 
board. 

The red and black wires entering the CR T shield are 
connected to the trace-ro tation coil inside the shield. 
They will not hamper CR T removal and need not be 
unso ldered. 

(3) Remove the rear panel holding nuts, then move the 
rear panel away from the instrument by sliding it along the 
power cord. 

(4) Remove the CRT base socket. 

0.020 inch thick, inserted between grati- 
cute light reflector and CRT faceplate.1 

Fig. 3-3. Illustration showing equipment and method used to 
correctly align light reflector with CRT faceplate. 
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CRT 
clamp-tightening 

screw 

Rear panel Rear panel 

I holding nuts 

CRT shield 
slot 

holding screws 

\ 
Neck shield 

Fig. 3-4. Illustration showing location of CRT mounting hardware described in CRT replacement instructions. 
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(5) With one hand on the CRT faceplate, push on the 
CRT base. Slide the CRT forward until the CRT anode plug 
can be disconnected. For storage CRT's, be sure to feed the 
storage-element cable through the slot in the main portion 
of the CRT shield as the CRT slides forward. Pull the CRT 
out of the instrument from the front. 

B. REPLACEMENT 

(1) Make sure the soft plastic CRT faceplate supports 
are in place, then insert the CRT into the shield while 
feeding the storage-element cable through the slot in the 
shield. Before the CRT is  completely inserted, reconnect 
the anode plug and place the steel rulers for the light 
reflector alignment. 

(2) With the CRT fully inserted and the shield hardware 
loose, mount the bezel assembly into place and tighten the 
bezel screws. 

(3) Position the rear of the CRT (socket end) so that 
there is no tilt of the faceplate in  relation to the bezel 
assembly, then tighten the positioning screws. Check that 
the four deflection CRT neck pin receptacles are centered 
in the neck shield cutout, then tighten the clamp hardware. 

(4) Place the CRT base socket onto the CRT base pins. 
Replace the rear panel. I f  applicable, connect the 
storage-element cable to theV'pin connectors on the Storage 
circuit board, and connect the deflection leads to the CRT 
neck pins. 

A. REMOVAL 

(1 ) Remove the bezel assembly, which i s  held in place 
with two screws. (The bezel assembly includes a snap-in 
implosion shield.) 

(2) Disconnect deflection leads from CRT neck pin 
receptacles and disconnect the storage-element cable con- 
nector from the Storage circuit board. 

NOTE 

The red and black wires entering the CR T shield are 
connected to the trace-rotation coil inside the shield. 
They will not hamper CR T removal and need not be 
unsoldered. 

(3) Remove the CRT base cover on the rear panel of the 
instrument. Remove the CRT base-pin socket. 

(4) Disconnect the CRT anode plug from the jack 
located on the panel adjacent to the left side of the CRT 
shield. Ground the CRT anode plug to the chassis momen- 
tarily to dissipate any stored charge. 

(5) With one hand on the CRT faceplate, push on the 
CRT base being sure to feed the storage-element cable and 
the anode lead through the slot and hole in the bottom and 
rear of the main portion of the CRT shield as the CRT 
slides forward. Pull the CRT out of the instrument from. 
the front. 

(5) Replacing the CRT will require partial instrument 
adjustment. Refer to  the Service Information section of the 
display unit manual. 

B. REPLACEMENT 

(1) Make sure the soft plastic CRT faceplate supports 

D41 c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - R ~ ~  -,-ube Replacement. The following are in place, then insert the CRT into the shield while 

procedure outlines the removal and replacement of the feeding the cable and the anode lead 

cathode-ray tube. through the slot and hole in the .bottom and rear of the 
CRT shield. 

I W A R N I N G  

(2) With the CRT fully inserted and the shield hardware 
loose, mount the bezel assembly into place and tighten the 
bezel screws. 

Use care when handling a CR T. Protective clothing 
and safety glasses should be worn. A void striking i t  
on any object which might cause i t  to crack or 
implode. When storing a CR T, place i t  in a protective 
carton or set i t  face down in a protected location on 
a smooth surface with a soft mat under the faceplate 
to protect i t  from scratches. 

NOTE 

I f  the CRT support ring has come out of the CRT 
shield, place over rear of CRT and position inside 
CR T shield between CR T and CR T shield. 
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(3) Position the rear of the CRT (socket end) so that 
there i s  no ti l t of the faceplate in relation to the bezel 
assembly, then tighten the positioning screws. Check that 
the four deflection CRT neck pin receptacles are centered 
in the neck shield cutout, then tighten the clamp hardware. 

(4) 'Place the CRT base socket onto the CRT base pins. 
Replace the CRT base cover on the rear panel. Connect the 
storage-element cable to the pin connectors on the Storage 
circuit board, and connect the deflection leads to the CRT 
neck pins. Reconnect the CRT anode plug to the jack from 
the high-vol tage circuit board. 

(5) Replacing the CRT will require partial instrument 
adjustment. Refer to the Adjustments information later in 
this manual. 

Bulb Replacement. To replace the knob-skirt 
deflection-factor readout bulbs, proceed as follows: 

To gain access to bulbs on some instruments, i t  may 
be necessary to remove circuit boards and pushbutton 
switch extension shafts, Ex tension shafts are removed 
and installed by pulling straight off and pushing 
straight on. 

1. Remove the light shield. 

2. Unsolder the defective bulb, and install i t s  replace- 
ment. 

3. Replace the light shield. 

To replace the D40 graticule lights, proceed as follows: 

1. Remove the control knobs and nuts that hold the 
front-panel circuit board to the display unit front-panel. 

2. Unplug the wires going to the board and remove the 
board from the display unit. 

3. Replace the burned out lighth). 

4. Remove the CRT bezel assembly and disconnect the 
CRT neck pins. Remove the display unit rear-panel, then 
push the CRT forward until i t s  faceplate is about one-half 
inch out of the instrument. 

5. Install the front-panel circuit board, replacing all nuts 
and knobs. 

6. Install CRT into display unit using CRT Replacement 
instructions. 

To replace the D41 graticule lights, proceed as follows: 

1. Remove the CRT bezel assembly. 

2. Pull out the light reflector assembly slightly. 

3. Replace the burned out light(s). 

4. Replace the light reflector assembly back into i t s  
original position. 

5. Re-install the CRT bezel assembly. 

Power Transformer Replacement. Replace the power 
transformer only with a direct replacement Tektronix 
transformer. After the transformer has been replaced, check 
the power supply output voltages as outlined in the Service 
lnformation section of this manual. Also, check the CRT 
operation as outlined in the Service lnformation section of 
the display unit manual. 

Fuse Replacement. Table 3-2 gives the rating, location, 
and function of the fuses used in this instrument system. 

TABLE 3-2 

Circuit 
Number 

F300 

I I Unreg I Power 

F800 

Rating 

120 VAC -1.25 A 
Slow 

240 VAC -0.7 A 
Slow 

0.25 A Fast 

F410 

Function 

Unreg 
supplv 

Location 

Line-Voltage 
Input 

+200 V 

0.3 A Slow 
H.V. Power 

SUDD~V board 

Display unit 
rear panel 

5403 L.V. 

supply 
+38 V 

Supply board 
Display Unit 
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Repackaging for Shipment Surround the instrument with polyethylene sheeting to 

If the Tektronix instrument i s  to be shipped to a Tektronix 
Service Center for service or repair, attach a tag showing: 
owner (with address) and the name of an individual at your 
firm that can be contacted, complete instrument serial 
number and a description of the service required. 

protect the finish of the instrument. Obtain a carton of 
corrugated cardboard of the correct carton strength and 
having inside dimensions of no less than six inches more 
than the instrument dimensions. Cushion the instrument 
by tightly packing three inches of dunnage or urethane 
foam between carton and instrument, on all sides. Seal 

Save and re-use the package in which your instrument was carton with shipping tape or industrial stapler. 

shipped. If the original packaging i s  unfit for use or not 
available, repackage the instrument as follows: The carton t e s t  strength for your instrument i s  275 pounds. 





OPTION 1 

This modification removes the Readout circuitry from the 5403. 

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST 

Ckt. 
No. 

Remove: 

A3 

UlO3O 

U1040 

Add: 

Tektronix 
Part No. 

Deacription 

READOUT Circuit Board Assembly 

Monolithic Analog Data Switch 

Monolithic Analog Data Switch 

131 -1 398-00 Contact, Elect. 16 Pin, dip, gnd 

1 3 1 -1 398-00 Contact, Elect. 16 Pin, dip, gnd 

(1 31 -1 398-00 are installed where the 155-001 5-01 are removed) 

Page 1 of 1 
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OPT 
EXTERNAL RE 

ION 3 
ADOUT INPUT 

The External Readout lnput option provides access to the two readout display words which cannot be 
programmed via plug-ins in the 5403. This option does not alter the display or words that are programmed 
from plug-ins. 

The words that are accessed by this option appear at the bottom of the screen as shown in Fig. 1. These 
words are designated EXT. 1 and EXT. 2. 

LEFT VERT RIGHT VERT 
CHAN 1 CHAN 1 

I LEFT VERT RIGHT VERT 
CHAN 2 CHAN 2 

HORlZ 
A SWP 

HORlZ 
B SWP 

EXTERNAL EXTERNAL. 
WORD 1 WORD 2 

Fig. 1. Readout Word Location 

CONNECTOR DESCRIPTION 

The connector provided for the External Readout lnput is a 25 pin female connector located on the rear 
panel of the 5403. The connector mates with an ITT - Cannon DB - 25P or equivalent connector (TEK PN 
131-0570-00). Refer to Fig. 2 for connector pin assignments. 
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GROUND 

+5V PWR SUPPLY 

+15V PWR SUPPLY 

-15V PWR SUPPLY 

EXT. ROW 2 

EXT. ROW 1 

EXST. COLUMN 2 

EXT. COLUMN 1 

40V LINE FREQ. 14 

TS4 

TS1 

TS9 

TS8 

TS2 

TS3 

TS5 

TSlO 

TS6 

TS7 

TRAPEZOID 

END-OF-WORD 

TRIGGER 

Fig. 2. Connector pin assignments 
(View looking at rear panel of 5403) 

GROUND Readout System Ground 

+5 V, +15 V, -15 V Power supply connections. hlaximum allowable currents; +5: 100 mA; +15: 
20 mA; -15: 20 mA. 

EXT. COLUMN 1 Column data input for External word 1. 

EXT. COLUMN 2 Column data input for External word 2. 

EXT. Row 1 Row data input for External word 1. 

EXT. Row 2 Row data input for External word 2. 

40 V Line FREQ Line frequency signal approx. 40 V P-P. 10 mA maximum. 

TSI -TS10 Time Slot signals. 

TRAPEZOID Trapezoid signal from pin 10 of Timer, U1000, on Readout Board. 

END-OF-WORD End-of-word pulse from pin 2 of Time Slot counter, U1025, on Readout 
Board. 

TRIGGER Pulse from pin 5 of Timer, U1000, on Readout Board. 

PROGRAMMING 

The 5403 Readout system is programmed by resistors, which are connected between Time Slot lines and 
Row. or Column lines. The resistors are chosen according to the character displayed or the operation 
performed. For the values of programming resistors, see Fig. 2-6 (the Character Selection Matrix) in the 
5403 Manual. All programming resistors smaller than 51 K and larger than 13K should be 1% tolerance or 
better; all others can be 5% or less. 
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To illustrate resistor selection, consider the display "TEST 1" in EXT. 1. Required resistor values are 
shown. 

CHARACTER COLUMN COLUMN ROW ROW 
RESISTOR RESISTOR 

T 9 16.5 K 4 51 K 
E 10 13 K 5 37.4 K 
S 1 150 K 5 .  37.4 K 
T 9 16.5 K 4 51 K 

(Space) 0 Open 10 16.5 K 
1 2 75 K 1 Open 

Fig. 3. RESISTOR PROGRAM for "TEST 1". 

In Fig. 3 the Matrix indicates, for example, that the character "T" is programmed by column 9 and Row 4. 
The Selection Matrix also indicates that a 16.5K resistor is required for column 9 while 51 K is required for 
Row 4. To obtain the space before the "I", the "ADD SPACE" operation is used. 

The choice of Time Slots depends on the desired position of the character within the word. Programming 
the first character from TS1 displays that character in the left-most character position of the display word. 
Similarly, programming the first character from TS2, TS3, or TS4 displays that character in the second, 
third, or fourth position within the display word respectively. Programming the first character from TS5 to 
TS10, however, displays the character as if it is programmed from TS4. To move the character further 
right requires programming "ADD SPACE" (column 0, Row 10) in Time Slots after TS3. 

Once the Time Slot for the first character is chosen, succeeding characters are programmed in 
succeeding Time Slots. If, however, a Time Slot other than TS1, TS2, or TS3 is left unprogrammed, 
character position is unchanged during that Time Slot. For example, if TS6 and TS8 are programmed and 
TS7 is not, then the character displayed in TS8 is displayed in the same position as if it were programmed 
in TS7. 

To further clarify the programming concepts outlined here, a complete circuit diagram for programming 
a word is given in Fig. 4. This circuit displays "TEST n" where "n" is a number from 0 to 99 selectable by 
the user. Time Slots TS1 to TS5 are used to program "TEST (space)." Time Slot 6 with Switch S1 and R10 
through R19 programs the tens digit of the number. S1 selects the number displayed. Similarly, S2 selects 
the units digit programmed in TS7. There are several choices for the format of the number when the 
number is less than 10. If it is desirable to display the number "8" as "08", then R1OB is used to program a 
"0" in the tens digit and R1OA is not used. If a space is desired in the tens digit (in addition to the space in 
TS5) so that the location of the units digit does not shift when changing from "9" to "lo", then R1OA is 
used and R1OB is not. If neither R1OA nor R1OB is used, the units digit in numbers less than 10 isdisplayed 
in the display location of the tens digit. 

Column and Row connections are chosen according to the display location of the word on the screen. 
Connection of programming resistors of Row 1 and Column 1 displays in the location of EXT 1. Likewise, 
connection to Row 2 and Column 2 displays in the location of EXT 2. 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The connections to the External Readout Input connector are not short-circuit protected. Shorts may 
damage the Readout System. 

The Trapezoid, End-of-Word, and Trigger signals are for special processing applications. They have very 
limited driving capability and should be emitter follower buffered if used for any purpose. 
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COLUMN 

Page 4 of 5 

a w - - A 
w 

Fig. 4. PROGRAMMING "TEST n" 

A A A 

1 

R 1  R2 R 3  R4 R5  R6 R7  R8 R9  I 

16.5K 51 K 13K 37.4K 150K 37.4K 16.5K 51K 16.5K 1 
I 
I 
I 'T' I T )  --------1------------------------ 16.5K 'Ti Ts51 (spicE) -J 

S1 I 

R1OB 
150K 

0 
R11 
75 K 

0 
R12 
51 K 

0 
R13 

37.4K 

0 
R14 

30.1 K 

0 0 
R15 

24.9K 

0 (b 
R 16 

21.5K 

0 1) 
R17 

18.7K 

0 4 )  
R18 

16.5K 

0 
R79 
13K 13K 

(0 
R20 

TS7 150K 

4 )  (1) 

R21 
75 K 

4)  (2) 0 
R22 
51 K 

() (3) 0 4b 
R23 

37.4K 

4 )  (4) 0 4) 
R 24 

30.1 K 

(5) 0 1) 
R25 

24.9K 

(6) 0 () 
R26 

21.5K 

(7) 0 0 
R27 

18.7K 

(8) 0 0 
R28 

16.8K 

(9 0 , 

R29 

4)  (1 

() (2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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Tektronix 
Part No. 

Add: 

Change to: 

MECHANICAL PARTS LIST 

Quantity Description 

Connector, 25 Pin Female 
Connector, 25 Pin Male 
Washer, Lock No. 4 
Nut, 4-40 X 3/16 
Post, Metallic (Stud) 
Cover, Connector 

Rear Panel 

Page 5 of 5 



Option 4-5403 

OPTION 4 

The purpose of OPTION 4 is to provide a protective front panel cover. The cabinet sides have been 
modified by the addition of a retaining hook for the protective cover. 

MECHANICAL PARTS LIST 

Fig. & 
Index Tektronix Qty Description 
No. Part No. 

Change to: 

2-7 390-0193-01 1 CABlNETSlDE(left) 
2-1 2 390-0192-01 1 CABINET SIDE (right) 

Add: 
200-1 375-00 1 COVER FRONT (oscilloscope) 

Page 1 of 1 





Electrical Parts List-5403 

CROSS INDEX MFR. CODE NUMBER TO MANUFACTURER 

MANUFACTURER ADDRESS 
ALLEN-BRADLEY COMPANY 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., SEMICONDUCTOR 
GROUP 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SEMI-CONDUCTOR 
PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT 
AVX CERAMICS, DIVISION OF AVX CORP. 
MOTOROLA, INC., SEMICONDUCTOR PROD. DIV. 
FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR, A DIV. OF 
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORP. 
TELEDYNE SEMICONDUCTOR 
AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP., COMPONENT DIV. 
N. L. INDUSTRIES, INC., ELECTRONICS 
DEPT . 
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO. 
BUSSMAN ME'G., DIVISION OF MCGRAW- 
EDISON CO. 
CTS CORP. 
ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC. 
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC., HELIPOT DIV. 
TRW ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, IRC FIXED 
RESISTORS, PHILADELPHIA DIVISION 
TEKTRONIX, INC. 
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP. 
MALLORY CAPACITOR CO., DIV. OF 
P. R. MALLORY AND CO., INC. 

RADIO MATERIALS COMPANY, DIV. OF P. R. 
MALLORY AND COMPANY, INC. 
DALE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
CONTINENTAL CONNECTOR CORP. 

1201 2ND STREET SOUTH 

P 0 BOX 5,012, 13500 N CENTRAL 
EXPRESSWAY 

ELECTRONICS PARK 
P 0 BOX 867, 19TH AVE. SOUTH 
5005 E MCDOWELL RD,PO BOX 20923 

464 ELLIS STREET 
12515 CHADRON AVE. 
35 HOFFMAN AVE. 

P. 0. BOX 787 

2536 W. UNIVERSITY ST. 
1142 W. BEARDSLEY AVE. 
644 W. 12TH ST. 
2500 HARBOR BLVD. 

401 N. BROAD ST. 
P 0 BOX 500 
9220 SUNSET BLVD. 

3029 E WASHINGTON STREET 
P 0 BOX 372 

4242 W BRYN MAWR 
P. 0. BOX 609 
34-63 56TH ST. 

MILWAUKEE, WI 53204 

DALLAS, TX 75222 

SYRACUSE, NY 13201 
MURTLE BEACH, SC 29577 
PHOENIX, AZ 85036 

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94042 
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250 
HAPPAUGE, NY 11787 

MUSKEGON, MI 49445 
NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247 

ST. LOUIS, MO 63107 
ELKHART, IN 46514 
ERIE, PA 16512 
FULLERTON, CA 92634 

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19108 
BEAVERTON, OR 97077 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069 

INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46206 

CHICAGO, IL 60646 
COLUMBUS, NE 68601 
WOODSIDE, NY 11377 
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Electrical Parts List-5403 

Tektronix SerialIModel No. Mfr 
Ckt No. Part No. E f f  Dscont Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number 

BOlOlOO B053530 
B053531 B053858 
B053859 B055101 
B055102 

CKT BOARD ASSY : INTERFACE 
CKT BOARD ASSY : INTERFACE 
CKT BOARD ASSY : INTERFACE 
CKT BOARD ASSY:INTERFACE 
CKT BOARD ASSY : POWER SUPPLY 

CKT BOARD ASSY:READOUT 

CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:O.lUF,+80-20%,10V. 
CAP. ,FXD, CER DI : O.O1UF,+80-20%, 15OV 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:0.1UFt+80-20%,10V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:O.lUF,+80-20%,10V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:3.3PFt+/-0.25PF,500V 

CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT:15UF,20%,2OV 
CAP. ,FXD,ELCTLT:15UF,20%,20V 
CAP.,FXDIELCTLT:1UF,20%,35V 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:2.7PF110%,500V 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:3.3PF, (NOM VALUE) ,SEL 

BOlOlOO B053799 
B053800 

BOlOlOO B054023 
B054024 B061532 

CAP IFXD, CER 
CAP. ,FXD ,CER 
CAP. ,FXD,CER 
CAP. ,FXD,CER 

CAP. ,FXD,CER 
CAP. ,FXD,CER 
CAP ,FXD CER 
CAP. ,FXD ,CER 
CAP. ,FXD ,OER BOlOlOO B055101 

B055102 
BOlOlOO B055101 
B055102 
BOlOlOO B061699 
B061700 

CAP. ,FXD,CER 
CAP. ,FXD,CER 
CAP. ,FXD,CER 
CAP. ,FXD,CER 
CAP. ,FXD,CER 

BOlOlOO B010180 
B010181 

CAP. ,FXD,CER 
CAP. IFXDICER 
CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT:170UFI+5O-10%,275V 
CAP. ,FXD ,CER DI :0.001UF ,+loo-0% ,5OOV 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:O.lUF,10%,100V 

BOlOlOO B039999X CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:O.O015UF,5%,20OV 
CAP. ,FXDtELCTLT:33UF,20%,10V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:O.O01UF,+100-O%,500V 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI: 120PF, 10% ,500V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:4.7PFr+/-1PF,500V 

BOlOlOO B039999X 
BOlOlOO B039999 
B040000 

BOlOlOO B039999 
B040000 

CAP.,FXD,CER DI:330PF,10%,500V 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:0~001UF,+100-0%1500V 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:0.01UF ,+80-20% ,150V 
CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT:lOIOOOUF,+lOO-10% 
CAP.,FXD,ELCTLT:~~UF,~O%,~OV 

283-0003-00 CAP. .FXD.CER D1:O. 01UF .+80-20% ,150V 
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Electrical Parts List-5403 

Tektronix Serial/Model No. 
Ckt No. Part No. Eff Dscont Name & Description 

Mfr 
Code Mfr Part Number 

CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:0.01UFI+80-20%,150V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.01UFI+80-20%,15OV 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI:650PF ,5%, 5OOV 
CAP.,FXDIELCTLT:15UFI20%,5OV 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.05UFI+100-20%,50V 

CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0~01UFI+80-20%1150V 
CAP.,FXDIELCTLT:6.8UF,20%,35V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:lOPFI+/-1PF1500V 
CAP. ,FXDtCER DI:330PF,lO%,5OOV 
CAP.,FXDIELCTLT:1UF120%,35V 

CAP. ,FXD,ELCTLT:1UFI20%,35V 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI : 68PF, lo%, 5OOV 
CAP.,FXDICER DI:180PF15%1500V 
CAP.,FXD,PLSTC:0.0082UF15%1100V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:22PF,+/-2.2PFt500V 

CAP. ,FXDICER DI:4.7PF,+/-I.PF,50OV 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:470PFI+/-94PF1500V 
CAP. ,FXD,CER DI: 47OPF ,+/-94PF, 5OOV 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.001UFI+1O0-0%,500V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:56PF110%,200V 

CAP. ,FXD ,CER DI : 0.001UF I -1.100-0% I 5OOV 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.005UFI+80-20%,150V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:0.005UFI+80-20%,150V 
CAP. ,FXDICER DI:820PF15%,500V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:6.8PF110%,500V 

CAP.,FXD,CER DI:O.OOIUFI+lOO-0%,500V 
CAP.,FXD,CER DI:O.OOIUFt+lOO-0%,500V 
CAP. ,FXD,ELCTLT:lUF ,20% ,35V 
CAP. ,FXD,ELCTLT:lUF ,20% ,35V 
CAP. ,FXDI ELCTLT:lUF ,20% ,3!5V 

SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 

SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 

SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 
SEMICOND 

DEVICE :SILICON, 3OV, l5OMA 
DEVICE:SILICON130V,150MA 
DEVICE:SILICONI30V,150MA 
DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 
DEVICE:SILICON130V,150MA 

DEVICE:SILICONI30V,150MA 
DEVICE :SILICON, 3OV, 15OMA 
DEVICE:SILICONI30V,150MA 
DEVICE:SILICONI30V,150MA 
DEVICE :SILICON I 3OV I l5OMA 

DEVICE : SILICON ,4OOV I 4OOMA 
DEVICE :SILICON1400V I 4OOMA 
DEVICE:SILICON,400V1400MA 
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Electrical Parts List-5403 

Tektronix SeriallModel No. Mf  r 
Ckt No. Part No. Eff Dscont Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number 

SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,400V1400MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON1400V1750MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,400V1750MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 

SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V,150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:BRIDGE150V12.5A 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON1400V1750MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,400V1750MA 

SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE :SILICON I 30V I 15OMA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:BRIDGE150V,2.5A 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,400V1750MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,400V1750MA 

SEMICOND DEVICE :SILICON ,'~ov, 150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE :SILICON 30V I 15OMA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON1400V1750MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON1400V1750MA 

SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON130V1150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,200V11500MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,400V,750MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 

SEMICOND DEVICE:S IL ICON,~OV~~~ 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,400V1400MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON1400V1400MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,3OVt15OMA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 

SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON130V,150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON130V,150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON~~OV,~~OMA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON130V1150MA 

SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON130V,150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V115OMA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,30V1150MA 

SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON,~OV~~~~MA 
SEMICOND DEVICE:SILICON130V1150MA 

FUSE,CARTRIDGE:3AG,0.25A1250VIFAST-BLOW 

CONNECTORIRCPTI:28/56 CONTACT 
CONNECTOR,RCPT,:28/56 CONTACT 
CONNECTOR,RCPTI:28/56 CONTACT 

COILIRF:O.SUH 

TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN,SEL FROM MPS6521 
TRANSISTOR:SILICONINPNISEL FROM MPS6521 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON ,NPN I SEL FROM MPS6521 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON , NPN ,SEL FROM MPS652 1 

AGC 1/4 
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Electrical Parts List-5403 

Tektronix SeriallModel No. 
Ckt No. Part No. Eff Dscont 

Mf  r 
Code Mfr Part Number Name & Description 

TRANSISTOR: SILICON,PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,PNP 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON,PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 

TRANSISTOR:SILICON~NPN 
TRANS ISTOR: SILICON , PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,PNP,SEL FROM 2N4258 

TRANSISTOR:SILICON,PNP,SEL FROM 2N4258 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON~PNPISEL FROM 2N4258 
TRANS1STOR:SILICON ,PNP ,SEL FROM 2N4258 

TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN,SEL FROM MPS6521 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON, NPN, SEL FROM MPS6521 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON, NPN,SEL FROM MPS918 
TRANSISTOR :SILICON I NPN, SEL FROM MPS 918 
TRANSIS TOR: SILICON I NPN 

TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN,SEL FROM MJE800 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,PNP 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON ,PNP 
TRANS IS TOR : S ILICON , NPN 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON ,PNP 

TRANSISTOR:SILICONINPN,SEL FROM MJE800 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON~NPN 
TRANSISTOR: S ILICON, NPN 
TRANSISTOR :S ILICON , NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 

TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN,SEL FROM MJE800 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON,PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON, PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 

BOlOlOO B049999 
B050000 

TRANSISTOR: SILICON ,NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILCION,NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANS ISTOR: S ILICON, NPN BOlOlOO B049999 

TRANSISTOR:SILCIONINPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON ,PNP 
TRANS ISTOR : SILICON I NPN 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON I NPN 

TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANSTSTOR:SILICON,PNP 
TRANS ISTOR: SILICON , PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,PNP 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN~DuAL 

TRANSISTOR: SILICON, NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,NPN 
TRANSISTOR:SILICON,PNP 
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Electrical Parts List-5403 

Tektronix SeriallModel No. Mfr 
Ckt No. Part No. Eff Dscont Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number 

TRANS ISTOR: SILICON, NPN 
' TRANSISTOR: SILICONl Prn 
TRANSISTOR: SILICON I PNP 
SEMICOND DVC SE:SILICON,PNP 

RES.,FXDlCMPSN:22 OHMI5%,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:470K OHM15%,0. 25W 
RES.,FXDlCMPSN:330 OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES. IFXDICMPSN:12K OHM15%10. 25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:22 OHM15%,0.25W 

RES.,FXD1CMPSN:470K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDtCMPSN:12K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDlCMPSN:330 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:22 OHM15%,0.25W . 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:470K OHM15%,0. 25W 

RES. ,FXDlCMPSN:12K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. IFXDtCMPSN:22 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDICMPSN:470K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDlCMPSN:12K OHM,5% ,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:1.8K OHM,5% ,0.25W 

RES . ,FXD,FILM: 86.6 OHM,O. 25% ,O.l25W 
RES. ,FXDpCMPSN:2.2K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:2.2K OHM,5%,0.25W 
RES.IFXDIFILM:86.6 OHM10.25%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:2.2K OHM15%,0.25W 

RES.IFXDtCMPSN:2.2K OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES. IFXDICMPSN:100 OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES. IFXDICMPSN:3.9K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:390 OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:39 OHMt5%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXDICMPSN:68 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:47 OHM,5% ,0.25W 
RES.IFXDICMPSN:1.5K OHM15%10.25W 
RES.IFXDICMPSN:470 OHM15%10.25W 

BOlOlOO B053530 RES.,FXDIFILM:lOO 0HM11%,0.125W 

B053531 RES. ,FXD,FILM: 150 OHM,l% ,0.125W 
RES. IFXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM15%10.25W 

BOlOlOO B053445X RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM15%10.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:1K OHM,5%,0. 25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:390 OHM15%,0.25W 

RES. IFXDlCMPSN:39 OHM15%,0. 25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:1.5K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:5.6K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:150K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHM15%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:1.2K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDICMPSN:1.2K OHM15%,0.25W 

BOlOlOO B053858 RES . ,FXDI CMPSN.:lOK OHM, 5% ,O.25W 
B053859 RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:1K OHM,5%,0. 25W 

RES. ,FXDICMPSN:3.3K OHM,5%,O. 25W 

RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:68K OHM,5% ,O.25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:13K OHMI5%,0.25W 
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Tektronix SeriallModel No. 
Ckt No. Part No. Eff Dscont 

Mfr 
Code Mfr Part Number Name & Description 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:470 OHMIS% ,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMF'SN:51K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:24K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:47K OHM15%,0. 25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:2.4K OHM15%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXDICMPSN:3K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:2.2K OHM15%,0. 25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:681 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:3K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM15%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:2.4K OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD1FILM:324 OHM,1%,0.125W 
RES. IFXDICMPSN:l. 1K OHMIS% ,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:115 OHM,1%,0. l25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:l.lK OHMI5%,O.25W 

RES. ,FXDICMPSN:1.5K OHMI5%,0. 25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:47K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:2.4K OHMI5%,O. 25W 
RES.IFXD,CMPSN:3K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:2.2K OHMI5%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXD,FILM:681 OHM,l% ,0.125W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:3K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:lOO OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:2 .4K OHM,5% ,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:324 OHM,l% ,O.l25W 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:l.lK OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:115 OHM,1%,0. l25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:l.lK OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:1.5K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:240 OHM15%,0. 25W 

RES.,FXD,CMPSN:240 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHM,5%,O. 25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:150 OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:12K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:150 OHM15%,0. 25W 

RES.,FXDrCMPSN:12K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:330 OHM15%,0. 25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:51.1 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:330 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:910 OHM15%,0. 25W 

RES.,THERMAL:500 OHM,10%,25 DEG C 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:750 OHM,5%,O. 25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:910 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:18K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:560 OHM15%,0. 25W 

RES. ,FXD;CMPSN:22K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM: 10.5K OHM ,I% ,O.l25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM, 5%,O. 25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHMI5%,0.25W 

RES.,FXD,CMPSN:390 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:220K OHMI5%,0.25W 
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Tektronix SeriallModel No. Mf  r 
Ckt No. Part No. Eff Dscont Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number 

RES. ,FXDICMPSN:6.2K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES . ,FXD,CMPSN: 1K OHM, 5%, O.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHM, 5% ,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:5.6K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM15%,0.25W 

BOlOlOO B055101 
B055102 

RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:4.7K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM15%10.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:1K OHM15%,0. 25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM,5%,0. 25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM15%,0.25W 

RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:200 OHM15%,0. 25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:15 OHM,5% ,0. SOW 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:68K OHM, 10% ,1W 

RES.,FXD,CMPSN:470 0HM,i0%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:8.2K OHM110%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:4.7K OHM110%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:15 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:270 OHM110%,0.25W 

BOlOlOO B039999 
B040000 
XB040000 

RES.,FXD,WW:0.24 OHM,5%,2W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM110%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM, 10% ,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:270 OHM15% ,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM, 5% ,0.25W 

BWH-R2400 J 
CBlOll 
CB1021 
CB27 15 
CB102 5 

BOlOlOO B039999 
B040000 
XB040000 

BOlOlOO B039999 
B040000 

RES. ,FXDICMPSN:1.6K OHM,5% ,O.25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:4.7K OHM110%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:6.8K OHM,10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:6.8K OHM,lO%,O. 25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:4.3K OHM15%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:100 OHMIlO%,O.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM110%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1FILM:5.09K OHM10.5%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD1FILM:30K OHM10.5%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:82 OHM15%,7W 

CBlOll 
CBlOll 
MFF1816G50900D 
MFF1816D30001D 
FP-34G82ROOJ 

RES.,FXD,WW:0.51 OHM,5%,2W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:47 OHM110%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM110%10~25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:15K OHM110%,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD1FILM:5K OHM,O. 25%,O.l25W 

RES. IFXD,FILM:lOK OHM,1%,0. 125W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM110%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:llK OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM110%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:3.9K OHM110%,025W 

MFF18 l6GlOOOlF 
CBlOll 
CB1135 
CBlOll 
CB3921 

BOlOlOO B010250 
B010251 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:470 OHMllO%,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:270 OHM,5%,O. 25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN.:13K OHMI5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:51 OHMI5%,10W 
RES.,FXD,WW:0.51 OHM15%,2W 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:47 OHM110%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM,10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:15K OHM110%,0.25W 
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Electrical Parts List-5403 

Tektronix SeriallModel No. Mfr 
Ckt No. Part No. Eff Dscont Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number 

R890 
R8 91 
R893 
R896 
R897 

R900 
R901 
R901 
R903 
R910 

R911 
R913 
R915 
R917 
R920 

R92 2 
R924 
R925 
R927 
R929 

R930 
R935 
R936 
R937 
R940 

R940 
R942 
R943 
R944 
R944 

R948 
R949 
R950 
R951 
R952 

R95 3 
R954 
R955 
R956 
R957 

R98 0 
R981 
R982 
R984 
R986 

R98 7 
R1002 
MOO3 
MOO4 
R1005 

R1006 
R1007 
RlOlO 

BOlOlOO B010250 
B010251 

BOlOlOO B049999 

B050000 

BOlOlOO B049999 
B050000 

RES. IFXD,FILM:~K OHM,0. 25% ,0. l25W 
RES. IFXD,FILM:IOK OHMrO. 25% ,Om l25W 
RES. IFXDICMPSN:100 OHM110%10.25W 
RES. IFXDICMPSN:13K OHM15%10.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOO OHM, 10% ,0. 25W 

RES.,FXD1CMPSN:3.9K OHM110%,025W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:560 OHM,5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN: 270 OHM1 5% ,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:560 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,WW:2.2 OHM15%,2W 

RES. ,FXDIFILM:120 OHM15%,10W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:390 OHM,10%10.25W 
RES. ,FXDlCMPSN:15K OHM,10%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD1FILM:6.04K OHM11%,0.125W 
RES. IVARINONWIR: 100 OHM1 30% O.25W 

RES. IFXD,FILM:6.04K OHM11%10.125W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:100 OHM,10%,0.25W 
RES. IFXDICMPSN:330 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHM110%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:82K OHM, lO%,O.25W 

RES.,FXD,CMPSN:33K OHM,10%,0.50W 
RES. IFXDICMPSN:lOOK OHM1 10% 25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:47K OHM,10%10.25W 
RES.IFXDICMPSN:18K OHM110%10.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:2.7 OHM110%,2W 

RES.,FXDlWW:1.8 OHM15%,2W 
RES.IFXDtCMPSN:lOO OHM110%10.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:4.7K OHM110%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:270 OHMt2%,4W 
RES.,FXD1WW:100 OHMI5%,8W 

RES. ,FXDtFILM:4.53K OHM11%,0.125W 
RES.PFXDICMPSN:lOO OHM110%10.25W 
RES.,VAR,CMPSN:250 OHM130%,0.25W 
RES.IFXDlCMPSN:5.6K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. IFXDIFILM:l. 24K OHM1l%,O. 125W 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:220 OHMf10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:lK OHM110%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDICMPSN:3O0 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDICMPSN:27K OHMt10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:620 OHM,5%,0. 25W 

RES. tFXDICMPSN:2.7K OHM110%t0.25W 
RES.IFXDICMPSN:5.6K OHMf10%10.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM110%,0. 25W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:15K OHM,10%,0.25W 
RESIFXDIFILM:7.23K OHM10.25%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXD,FILM:100 OHM,O. 25%,O. l25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:4.3K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:62K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHM,5% ,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:3K OHM,5% ,0.25W 

RES . ,VAR, CMPSN : 1~ OHM, lo%, 0.5~ 
RES. ,FXDlCMPSN:18K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDtCMPSN:7.5K OHMI5%,0.25W 

91637 MFF1816D50000C 
91637 MFF1816D10001C 
01121 CBlOll 
01121 CB1335 
01121 CBlOll 

91637 MFF1816G60400F 
01121 CBlOll 
01121 CB3315 
01121 CB1031 
01121 CB8231 
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Electrical Parts List05403 

Tektronix SeriallModel No. 
Ckt No. Part No. E f f  Dscont Name & Description 

Mfr 
Code Mfr Part Number 

R1012 
Rl015 
Rl016 
R1018 
R1019 

Rl020 
Rl021 
R1023 
Rl024 
R1025 

a 0 2 7  
R1030 
R1032 
R1040 
RlO4 0 

R1041 
Rl043 
RlO4 4 
a 0 4 6  
RlO4 7 

R1048 
Rl050 
R1052 
a 0 5 3  
Rl056 

Rl060 
R1062 
RlO6 3 
R1064 
Rl065 

R1070 
R1071 
R1072 
R1073 
Rl080 

R1082 
Rl083 
Rl084 
R1086 
R1088 

R1092 
Rl093 
Rl095 
R1097 
Rl098 

RllOl 
R1103 
Rl105 
Rl106 
RlllO 

Rllll 
Rl113 
R1115 

RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:2.4K OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDtCMPSN:7.5K OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHMt10%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDtCMPSN:560 OHMt10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHMtlO%lO. 25W 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHMllO% ,O.25W 
RES. tFXDICMPSN:39K OHM, 10% ,O.25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lOK OHMt10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:390 OHMt10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:1.5K OHMt5%,0. 25W 

RES.,FXDtFILM:lOOK OHM,1%,0.125W 
RES. tFXDtCMPSN:150K OH.Mt5%,0. 25W 
RES. tFXDtFILM:5.23K OHM, 1% ,O.l25W 

BOlOlOO B010199 RES.,FXDtF1LM:7.5K OHMt1%,0.125W 
B010200 RES. tFXDtFILM:6.19K OHMt1%,0.125W 

RES. ,FXDtFILM:5.11K OHM11%,0.125W 
RES.,FXDICMPSN:150K OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:13K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtFILM:750 OHMt1%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXDtFILM:11.3K OHM,1%,0. 125W 

RES. ,FXD,FILM:2K OHMtl%,O. 125W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:3.3K OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD1CMPSN:2.2K OHMI5%,O. 25W 
RES. ,FXDtFILM:6.04K OHMt1%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM: 26.lK OHM,l% ,0.125W 

RES. tFXDtCMPSN:30K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:20K OHM,5%,0. 25W 
RES. tFXDtCMPSN:20K OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:20K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:20K OHM,5%,0. 25W 

RES. tFXDt CMPSN: 560 OHM,10% ,0. 25W 
RES.tFXDtCMPSN:560 OHMt10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:560 OHM,10%,0. 25W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:56K OHMt10%,0.25W 
RES.,FXDtCMPSN:82K OHMt10%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:2.7K OHM,5% ,0.25W 
RES.,FXDtCMPSN:5.1K OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:8.2K OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtFILM:11.8K OHM,l% ,O.l25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHMt5%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXD,FILM:324 OHM,1%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD1FILM:3.92K OHMt1%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN: 22K OHM,5% ,O..25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:1.4K OHM11%10.125W 
RES. ,FXDIFILM:2K OHM1l%,O. 125W 

RES. ,FXD,FILM:536 OHM,l% ,O.l25W 
RES. ,FXDtFILM:4 .42K OHM,1%,0. l25W 
RES.,FXDtFILM:2.43K OHMt1%,0.125W 
RES.,FXD1CMPSN:2K OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES.,VARtNONWIR:500 OHMt0.50W 

RES.,FXDICMPSN:680 OHMt10%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM : 196 OHM, 1%, O.l25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:3 .24K OHM,1%,0. 125W 
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Electrical Parts List-5403 

Tektronix SerialIModel No. 
Ckt No. Part No. Eff Dscont 

Mf r  
Code Mfr  Part Number Name & Description 

Rl117 
Rl118 
Rl120 
Rl120 
Rl122 

R1122 
Rl124 
Rl125 
R112 7 
Rl129 

R1130 
-131 
Rl132 
R1133 
R113 3 

R1134 
U 3 6  
Rll3 7 
Rl140 
R1140 

R1141 
Rl142 
R114 3 
Rl143 
R114 3 

Rl144 
Rl146 
Rl147 
Rll47 
Rl148 

Rl150 
R1150 
R1151 
R1155 
R1156 

Rl157 

T8 00 

U620 
U770 
U780 
UlOOO 
UlOOO 

U1025 
U1030 
U1035 
U1040 
U1060 

U1070 
U1075 
U1080 
U1090 
U1092 

RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:lK OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,VAR,NONWIR:500 OHMIC). SOW 
RES.,FXDICMPSN:5.1K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDICMPSN:4.3K OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,FILM:374 OHM11%,0.125W 

BOlOlOO B010250 
B010251 
BOlOlOO B054731 

RES. ,FXD,FIIM:402 OHM,l% ,O.l25W 
RES. ,FXDtFILM:2.32K OHMt1%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXDIFILM:2.32K OHMI1%,O.125W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:287 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:22 OHMr5%,0.25W 

RES. ,FXD,FILM:51.1 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:51.1 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES.,FXDICMPSN:22 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:301 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES. tFXDtFILM:287 OHM11%10.125W 

XB030000 
BOlOlOO B010250 
B010251 

RES. ,FXDICMPSN:180 OHM,5%,O. 25W 
RES. ,FXDIFILM:2.32K OHM11%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXDIFILM:2.32K OHMIl%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN:91 OHM15%,0.25W 
RES.,FXD,CMPSN:120 OHMt5%,0.25W 

BOlOlOO B010250 
B010251 

RES. ,FXD,FILM:698 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:866 OHM,l% ,O.l25W 
RES.,FXDIFILM:422 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES.,FXD,FILM:200 OHM11%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXDIFILM:210 OHMtl% ,0. 125W 

BOlOlOO B010250 
B010251 B054739 
B054740 

RES. ,FXD,FILM:866 OHMI1% ,O.l25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:442 OHM,l% ,O.l25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:105 OHM,1%,0. l25W 
RES. ,FXD,FILM:51.1 OHMt1%,0.125W 
RES. ,FXD,FIIM:442 OHM11%,0.125W 

BOlOlOO B010250 
B010251 

BOlOlOO B010250 
B010251 

RES.,FXD,CMPSN:91 OHMt5%,0.25W 
RES. ,FXDtCMPSN:120 OHM,5% ,O.25W 
RES. ,FXDIFILM:698 OHM11%,0.50W 
RES. ,FXD,CMPSN: 680 OHM,10% ,O.25W 
RES.tFXDICMPSN:33K OHM110%t0.25W 

RES. ,FXDICMPSN:l.8K OHM15%,0.25W 

XFMR, PWR: 

MICROCIRCUIT,DI:A AND B LOGIC ML CHAN SW 
MICROCIRCUIT,DI:QUAD 2-INPUT NAND GATE 
MICROCIRCUIT,DI:DUAL J-K FLIP FLOP 
MICROCIRCUITIDI:MLtTIMING GENERATOR 
MICROCIRCUITIDI:ML,TIMING GENERATOR 

BOlOlOO B020733 
B020734 

MICROCIRCUIT,DI:ML,ZERO LOGIC COUNTER 
MICROCIRCUIT ,DI :MLIANALOG DATA SWITCH 
MICROCIRCUITIDI:MLtANALOG TO DECIMAL COW 
MICROCIRCUIT ,DI :MLIANAUX; DATA SWITCH 
MICROCIRCUITIDI:ZERO LOGIC 

MICROCIRCUIT ,DI :ML,ANALOG TO DECIMAL COW 
MICROCIRCUIT,DI:I-BIT BINAW COUNTER 
MICROCIRCUITIDI:MLIDECIMAL POINT AND SPACE 
MICROCIRCUITtDI:MLICHAR GEN NUMERALS 
MICROCIRCUIT ID1 :ML ,CHAR GEN SPCL SYMBOLS 
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Ckt No. 
Tektronix SeriallModel No. 
Part No. Eff Dscont 

155-0025-00 
155-0026-00 
155-0027-00 
155-0020-00 
155-0022-00 

Name & Description 

MICROCIRCUIT,DI:MLICHAR GEN PREFIXES 
MICROCIRCUIT,DI:ML,CHAR GEN LETTERS 
MICROCIRCUIT,DI:MLICHAR GEN SPCL ALPHA 
MICROCIRCUIT,DI:ML,CHANNEL SW OUTPUT ASSY 
MICROCIRCUIT,DI:A AND B LOGIC ML CHAN SW 

SEMICOND DEVICE:ZENER,0.4W182V,5% 
SEMICOND DEVICE:ZENER,0.4W,15V15% 
SEMICOND DEVICE:ZENER10.4W,6.2V,5% 
SEMICOND DEVICE:ZENER,0.4W,15V15%~ 
SEMICOND DEVICE:ZENER,0.4W,15Vt5% 

SEMICOND DEVICE:ZENER,0.4W,15V15% 

Mfr  
Code Mfr  Part Number 





ADJUSTMENTS 

Equipment Required b. With the power to the 5403 turned off, remove 

Q1052. Turn on the 5403 and display unit. 
A display unit must be connected to  the 5403. It i s  not 

necessary to install any plug-in units. 

Preliminary Procedure 

a. Remove the cabinet panels covering the 5403 access c. Observe a eight word (four words on bottom graticule 

to the readout circuit board. and four words on top), ten-characterslword readout. 

1. Top Row Vertical 
Spacing, R1118 (located on display unit ver- 

tical circuit board) so all of 
Adjust I31118 so all of top the bottom row of readout i s  

row of readout i s  within the within the bottom division of 
top division of graticule. Now the graticule. 
adjust vertical centering R135 

\ 

2. Horizontal Positioning, 
R l l l O  

Adjust until the first 
character of the first and 
second words, and the last 
character of the seventh and 
eight words are just inside the 
graticule area. 

I 

3. Character Scan, R1006 

While observing the read- 
out words, adjust R I086 for 
no blank areas in the charac- 
ters. 





ADJUSTMENTS 

Before making adjustments, thoroughly clean and inspect 
this instrument as outlined in the service information sec- 
tion of this manual. 

NOTE 

This procedure facilitates checking and adjusting the 
Low- Voltage Power Supply ONL Y. For complete 
oscilloscope mainframe calibration (plug-in interface, 
deflection amplifiers, CR T circuits, etc.), refer to the 
calibration procedure given in the manual for the dis- 
play unit. 

Services Available 

Tektronix, Inc. provides complete instrument repair and 
calibration at local Field Service Centers and at the Factory 
Service Center. Contact your local Tektronix Field 
Office or representative for further information. 

Equipment Required 

For power-supply calibration, proper loading must be 
established to ensure correct operation and regulation of 
the low-voltage supplies. For best results, the 5403 should 
be operated with a display unit and plug-in units as this 
provides actual operating-condition loads for the supplies. 

1. L V  Power Supply Checks 

Connect the precision DC voltmeter between each low- 
voltage test point and ground. Check that each supply is 
within the tolerance listed below. 

2. L V  Power Supply Voltage Adjustments 

supply 

-30 V 

Connect the precision DC voltmeter between' each test 
point (-30 V and +30 V )  and ground. First, adjust R950, 
-30 V Adj, and then adjust R920, +30 V Adj using the 
appropriate test point for voltmeter readings of exactly 30 
volts. 

Tolerance 

-29.925 V to -30.075 V 

For measurement of the supply voltages, a precision DC 
voltmeter is required. The voltmeter must have an accuracy 
of within *0.1%, and a measurement range from about -35 
volts to  t250 volts. For example, a DM 501 Digital Multi- 
meter (operated in a TM 500-Series Power Module), or any 
DC voltmeter meeting the listed requirements may be used. 

Preliminary Procedure 

NOTE 

The performance of this instrument can be checked 
at any temperature within the 0" c to +so0 c range. 
Make any adjustments at a temperature of +25'~, 
*!? c. 

a. Remove the bottom dust cover of the 5403 to gain 
access to the LV power supply circuit board. 

b. Check that the correct nominal line-selector block 
(120 VAC or 240 VAC) has been installed on the line- 
selector pins and that the regulating range selected includes 
the input line voltage, see Installation section for complete 
instructions. 

c. Connect the 5403 to the line voltage source. Turn the 
Intensity control on the display unit counterclockwise and 
pull the Power switch out to turn the instrument on. 

d. Allow a 20 minute warm up time before performing 
the calibration procedure. 
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PARTS LOCA,TION GRID 

CKT GRID 
NO LOC 

C608 B-3 
C610 B-3 
C619 B-6 
C620 E-3 
C621 D-5 
C622 F-5 
C624 F-5 
C626 G-5 
C627 E-5 
C628 G-6 
C629 G-6 
C630 1-2 
C637 E-4 
C639 5-6 
C640 D-4 
C652 E-3 
C660 D-4 

*See Parts List for 
serial'number ranges. 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

5610 C-3 
5620 F-3 
5630 1-3 

Q600 D-4 
0604 D-4 
0610 F-3 
0614 F-4 
0630 D-4 
0640 D-4 
Q650 C-4 
Q660 0-4 
0670 8-4 
0674 E-3 
0680 G-3 
Q700 D-6 
0708 D-6 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

Q710 E-6 
Q715 E-5 
Q728 G-5 
Q730 H-5 
Q735 H-5 
0740 1-4 
0744 1-3 
0748 H-4 
0752 H-3 
Q770 G-1 

R600 D-4 
R601 D-5 
R602 C-4 
R603 D-5 
R604 C-4 
R605 D-5 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

R607 C-5 
R608 F-3 
R610 E-3 
RBI1 E-3 
R613 E-3 
R614 F-4 
R615 E-3 
R617 E-4 
R619 E-4 
R620 D-5 
R621 E-5 
R622 D-5 
R626 E-4 
R627 E-5 
R628 E-5 
R630 D-3 
R632 D-3 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

R634 D 3  
R636 L 4  
R637 2 4  
R638 6-3 
R640 D-3 
R641 D-3 
R643 D-3 
R650 D-3 
R651 B-3 
R652 D-3 
R654 D-3 

. R656 0-4 
R660 D-3 
R670 B-4 
R671 B-5 
R672 B-5 
R673 E-3 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

R674 D-3 
R677 E-3 
R680 G-3 
R681 G-3 
R683 6-4 
R684 H-3 
R686 G-4 
R688 G-3 
R689 6-4 
R700 C-6 
R702 D-6 
R703 D-6 
R704 D-6 
R705 D-6 
R706 D-6 
R708 D-6 
R709 E-5 
R710 E-6 REV. C MAR 1977 



PARTS L O C A T I O N  GRID 

I' 

*See Parts List for 
serial number ranges. 

C K T  
N 0 

ClOlO 
ClOZ1 
C 1024 
C1027 
C 1032 
C1041 
C 1065 
ClO73 
ClO8O 
ClO83 
C1'100 
C1120 
C I I W  
C l l 4 O  
C l l 5 O  

CKT GRID 
N 0 LOC 

L R l l O  D-4 

0.1015 E-2 
0.1018 E-2 
Q1040 G-2 
01048 G-3 
01050 G-2 
01052 G-4 
01056 G-3 
Ql lOO C-4 
Q1110 C-3 
Q1140 C-3 
Q1150 C-2 

G R l D  
LOC 

F-4 
F-3 
F-1 
G - I  
H-4 
H-2 
H-2 
G-1 
C-3 
H-4 
0 - 4  
J-4 
A-2 

CKT GRID 
NO t O C  

C1180 J-2 
C1181 5-2 
C1182 5-3 

CR1002 F-3 
CR1003 G-3 
CR1005 G-2 
CRlOlO F-4 
CR1012 F-3 
CR1013 G-4 
C R l O l 8  E-2 
CR1024 G-1 
CR1040 H-2 
CR1041 H-2 
CR1052 G-4 

D-2 

CKT G R l D  
N O  LOC 

U1130 B-3 R1002 F - I  
R1003 F-2 
R1004 E-3 
R1005 H-2 
R1006 1-2 
R1007 F-3 
R1O1O 
R1012 F-2 

F"2 
R1O1e F-1 
R1018 E-2 
R1019 F-2 
R1020 H-2 

REV. JULY 1974 @ 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

R1021 E-2 R1132 &I 

R1023 D-3 
R1024 D-3 
R1025 G-1 
R1027 F-2 
R1030 G-2 
R1032 -H-3 
R1041 H-3 
R1043 G- I  
R1044 F-2 
R1046 H-2 
R1047 G-3 
R1048 F-3 
R1050 G-2 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

R1052 G-4 
R1053 G-3 
R1056 G-2 
R1060 G-3 
R1062 H-2 
R1063 1-2 
R1064 1-2 
R1065 H-2 
R1070 E - I  
R1071 E - I  
R1072 E - I  
R1073 G- I  
R1080 E-4 
R1082 F-4 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

R1083 D-4 
R1084 0 - 4  
R1086 C-4 
R1088 H-3 
R1092 A-3 
R1093 A-3 
R1095 A-4 
R1097 C-3 
R1098 D-3 
R l l O l  A-3 
R1103 5-4 
R1105 D-3 
R1106 0 - 4  

R l l l O  A-2 
R l l l l  A-3 
R1113 B-2 
R1115 D-3 
R1117 D-3 
R1118 0 - 2  
R1120 C-2 
R1122 C-3 
R1124 C-4 
R1125 8 -2  
R1127 C-2 
R1129 B - I  
R1130 A - I  
R1131 B- I  ' 

R1133 8-2 
R1134 A-3 
R1136 A-2 
R1137 B-2 
R1140 C-2 
R1141 C-2 
R1142 B-2 
R1143 B-2 
R1144 B-2 
R1146 E-3 
R1147 D-3 
R1148 D-3 
R1150 C-2 

R1151 C-2 
R1155 B-4 
R1156 A-4  
R1157 B-2 

U1000 E-3 
U1025 H - I  
U1035 1-4 
U1060 1-3 
U1070 1-5 
U1075 E - I  
U1080 B-4 
U1090 C-5 
U1092 6-5 
U1094 H-5 
U1096 F-5 
U1098 D-5 
U l l O O  E-4 



PARTS LOCATION GRlD 

COMPONENTS SHOWN W I T H  DASHED L I N E S  ARE LOCATED ON BACK SIDE OF BOARD. *See Parts List for 
serial number ranges. 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 1 NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

C982 F-2 
C984 E-2 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

CR800 F-5 
CR801 F-5 
CR802 E-5 
CR803 E-5 
CR820 G-7 
CR821 F-7 
CR825 6-5 
CR832 F-7 
CR838 G-6 
CR839 F-6 
CR848 H-7 
CR850 D-5 
CR851 C-7 
CR863 C-5 
CR864 C-5 
CR875 D-4 
CR880 E-6 
CR881 E-7 
CR893 D-6 
CR903 D-7 
CR910 8-2 
CR911 B-4 
CR925 B-3 
CR927 C-2 
CR930 G-5 
CR944 H - 3  
CR950 H-2 
CR955 1-2 
CR980 E-3 
CR981 E-3 

CKT GRlD 
NO LOC 

3EV. E MAR 1977 





CROSS INDEX MFR. CODE NUMBER TO MANUFACTURER 

MFR.CODE MANUFACTURER ADDRESS CITY,STATE,ZIP 

AMP, INC. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC. SEMICONDUCTOR 
GROUP 

GENERAL DEVICES CO., INC. 
BERG ELECTRONICS, INC. 
GAVITT WIRe AND CABLE, DIVISION OF 
RSC INDUSTRIES, INC. 
USM CORP., PARKER-KALON FASTENER DIV. 
STIMPSON, EDWIN B., CO., INC. 
BUSSMAN ME'G., DIVISION OF MCGRAW- 
EDISON CO. 
TRW , CINCH CONNECTORS 
FISCHER SPECIAL MFG. CO. 
PHEOLL MANUFACTURING CO., DIVISION 
OF ALLIED PRODUCTS CORP. 
ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS, INC. 
SHAKEPROOF DIVISION 
TEKTRONIX, INC. 
CENTRAL SCREW CO. 
PENN FIBRE AND SPECIALTY CO., INC. 
CONTINENTAL CONNECTOR CORP. 

P 0 BOX 3608 

P 0 BOX 5012, 13500 N CENTRAL 
EXPRESSWAY 
525 S. WEBSTER AVE. 
YOUK EXPReSSWAY 

455 N. QUINCE ST. 

900 SYLVAN AVENUE 

2536 W. UNIVERSITY ST. 
1501 MORSE AVENUE 
446 MORGAN ST. 

5700 W. ROOSEVELT RD. 

ST. CHARLES ROAD 
P 0 BOX 500 
2530 CRESCENT DR. 
2032 E. WESTMORELAND ST. 
34-63 56TH ST. 

HARRISBURG, PA 17105 

DALLAS, TX 75222 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46219 
NEW CUMBERLAND, PA 17070 

ESCONDIDO, CA 92025 
CAMPBELLSVILLE, KY 42718 
BAYPORT, NY 11705 

ST. LOUIS, MO 63107 
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007 
CINCINNATI, OH 45206 

CHICAGO, IL 60650 

ELGIN, IL 60120 
BEAVERTON, OR 97077 
BROADVIEW, IL 60153 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19134 
WOODSIDE, NY 11377 

REV. C FEB. 1977 



Mechanical Parts List-5403 

Fig. & 
Index Tektronix SerialIModel No. Mfr 
No. Part No. Eff Dscont Q t ~  I 2 3 4 5 Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number 

CONTACT,ELEC:0.71 INCH LONG 
CONNECTOR,RCPT,:28/56 CONTACT 
CONTACT,ELEC:0.188 INCH LONG 
SOCKeTIPLUG-IN:16 CONTACT,LOW CLEARANCE 
SOCKETIPLUG-IN:14 CONTACTILOW CLEARANCE 
KEY I CONN PLZN : 
GUIDE-POST,LOCK:O.65 INCH LONG 
BRACKET, REINF : 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
RIVET,BLIND:0.125 DIA GRIP,= 

- - - * - - -  
SPACER, CKT BD :PLASTIC 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR CKT BD) 
1 SCREWIMACHINE:4-40 X 0.25 INCHIPNH STL 
4 SCRITPGITHD FOR:6-20 X 0.313 INCHIPNH STL 

, , - * - - -  
1 CKT BOARD ASSY:READOUT(SEE A3 EPL) 

POST,ELEC-MECH: 0.281 .L X 0.188 HEX BRS 
(ATTACHING PARTS ) 

SCREWIMACHINE:4-40 X 0.188 INCHIPNH STL 
- - - * - - -  

SOCKETIPLUG-IN:3 PINISQUARE 
SOCKET,PLUG-IN:6 CONTACT,ROUND 
SOCKET,PLUG-IN:16 CONTACT~LOW CLEARANCE 
SOCKET,PLUG-IN:14 CONTACT,LOW C-NCE 
CONTACTIELEC:0.46 INCH LONG 
CONTACT,ELEC:FOR 0.025 INCH SQUARE PIN 
TERM.,TEST PT:0.40 INCH LONG 
SPACER,SLEEVE:0.25 OD X 0.34 INCH LONG 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR CKT BD) 
2 SCREWIEXTIRZ;V B:4-40 X 0.375 INCHISST 

- - , * - - -  
1 CKT BOARD ASSY:POWER SUPPLY (SEE A2 EPL) 

CONTACT,ELEC:0.365 INCH LONG 
CONTACT,ELEC:0.46 INCH LONG 
HEAT SINK,ELEC: 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
NUTIPLAINIEXT W:6-32 X 0.312 INCHISTL 
SCREWIMACHINE:6-32 X 0.438 lNCHIPNH STL 

- - - * - - -  
TERM.,TEST PT:0.40 INCH LONG 
CLIP,ELECTRICAL:FOR 0.25 INCH DIA FUSE 
FUSEICARTRIDGE:3A610.7A,250VISLOW-BLOW 
LINK, TERM. CONNE : . CONN BODY,PL,EL:8 WIFE RED . CONTACTIELEC:0.48"L,22-26 AWG WIRE 
LINK,TERM.CONNE: . CONN BODY ,PL,EL:8 WIRE BROWN . CONTACT,ELEC : 0.48"LI 22-26 AWG WIRE 
WIRE,ELECTRICAL:5 WIRE RIBBON,3 IN L 
WIRE,ELECTRICAL:6 WIRE RIBBON,3 IN L 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR CKT BD) 
6 SCREW,MACHINE:6-32 X 0.25 INCHIPNH STL 
1 NUTIPLAINIEXT W:6-32 X 0.312 INCHISTL 
1 SCREW,MACHINE:4-40 X 0.25 INCH,PNH STL 

- - - * - - -  
1 TRANSFORMER : (SEE ~800 EPL) 
1 . CONN BODY I PL ,EL : 2 WIRE BLACK 
2 . CONTACT,ELEC:O.~~~"L,~~-~~ AWG WIRE 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR XFMR) 
4 SCREW,MACHINE:lO-32 X 2.250" HEX.HD STL 
4 INS SLV,ELEC:0.187 ID X 1.50 INCH LONG 

OBD 
OBD 

OBD 

OBD 
OBD 

OBD 
OBD 
OBD 

OBD 
166-0227-00 

REV. D FEB. 1977 



Mechanical Parts List-5403 

Fig. & 
Index Tektronix Serial/Model No. Mfr 
No. Part No. Eff Dscont Qty , 2 3 4 5  Name & Description Code Mfr Part Number 

86445 OBD WASHER,NONMETAL:#I.O,FIBER 
NUTIEXTENDED WA:10-32 X 0.375 INCH,STL 

- , , * - - -  
COVERIELEX XFMR: 
PANEL, REAR : 
CLAMP,XSTR: 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR EACH) 
NUT,PLAIN,HEX.:6-32 X 0.25 INCH,BRS 
INSULATOR,PLATE:0.52 Sg X 0.015 INCH THK,AL 

- - - * - - -  
CLAMP,RIM,CLENC:TRANSISTOR 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR EACH) 
SCREWIMACHINE:4-40 X 0.375 100 DEGIFLH STL 
INSULATOR,PLATE:0.52 SQ X 0.015 INCH THK,AL 

- - - * - , -  
GUIDEISLIDE:BLUE 
GUIDEISLIDE:BLACKILOWER 
GUIDE, SLIDE :BLACKI LOWER 
GUIDE,SLIDE:BLACK 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCFENIMACHINE:4-40 X 0.312"100 DEGIFLH STL 
SCREW,MACHINE:4-40 X 0.25" 100 DEG,FLH STL 

- , , * - , -  
FRAME ASSY ,CAB: 
. POST,ELEC-MECH:0.515 L X 0.219 OD,0.219 BRS 
. CONTACT,ELEC:GROUNDING 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR EACH) . EYELET,METALLIC:0.089 OD X 0.125" LONG 
- - - * - - -  

CONTACTIELEC:0.48"L,22-26 AWG WIRE 
CONTACTIELEC:0.577"L,22-26 AWG WIRE 
WIRE,ELECTRICAL:2 WIRE RIBBON 
WIRE,ELECTRICAL:5 WIRE RIBBON 
WIRE,ELECTRICAL:lO WIRE RIBBON 
CONN BODY,PL,EL:2 WIRE ORANGE 
CONN BODY,PL,EL:5 WIRE GREEN 
CONN BODYIPLIEL:10 WIRE RED 
CONN BODY,PL,EL:2 WIRE ORANGE 
CONN BODY,PL,EL:5 WIRE GREEN 
CONN BODYIPLIEL:10 WIRE RED 

OBD 

OBD 
342-0082-00 

OBD 
OBD 

REV. E FEB. 1977 



Mechanical Parts List-5403- 

Fig. & 
Index Tektronix SerialIModel No. 
No. Part No. Eff Dscont QfY , 3 3 4  5 Name & Description 

Mfr 
Code Mfr Part Number 

COV,HANDLE END:FRONT 
COV,HANDLE END:REAR 
HANDLE,CARRYING: 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREWIMACHINE:lO-32 X 0.50 INCH,STL 
PL,RET.,HANDLE: 
PLATE,HDL MTG:PLASTIC 

- - - * - - -  
COVER,SCOPE:LEFT 
. FASTENER,PAWL: 
. . EACH FASTENER INCLUDES: . PL, LATCH LKG :FOR 0.080 INCH THICKNESS 
. . PL,LATCH INDEX: . . WASH.,SPG TNSN:0.26 ID X 0.47 INCH OD . PIN,SECURING:0.27 INCH LONG 
COVER,SCOPE:RIGHT 
. FASTENER,PAWL: 

(EACH FASTENER INCLUDES) 
. . PL, LATCH LKG :FOR 0.'080 INCH THICKNESS . . PL, LATCH INDEX: 
. . WASH.,SPG TNSN:0.26 ID X 0.47 INCH OD 
. . PINISECURING:0.27 INCH LONG 
COVER,SCOPE:BOTTOM 

FASTENER PAWL : 
(EACH FASTENER INCLUDES) 

. PL,LATCH LKG:FOR 0.080 INCH THICKNESS 

. PL I LATCH INDEX : 

. WASH.,SPG TNSN:0.26 ID X 0.47 INCH OD 
PINfSECURING:0.27 INCH LONG . 

SPT PIVOT,FLIP:LEFT FRONT AND RIGHT REAR 
(ATTACHING PARTS FOR EACH) 

SCREW,MACHINE:6-32 X 0.75 INCH,FILH STL 
NUT,PLAIN,EXT W:6-32 X 0.312 INCH,STL 

- - - * - - -  
FOOT,CABINET:LEFT FRONT AND RIGHT REAR 
SPT PIVOT,FLIP:RIGHT FRONT AND LEFT REAR 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR EACH) 
SCREWfMACHINE:6-32 X 0.75 INCH,FILH STL 
NUT,PLAIN,EXT W:6-32 X 0.312 INCH,STL 

- - - * - - -  
FOOT,CABINET:RIGHT FRONT AND LEFT REAR 

FLIPSTAND, CAB. : 

OBD 
386-1624-00 
386-1283-00 

OBD 
OBD 

OBD 
OBD 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR EACH SPACER) 
SCR.EWfMACHINE:8-32 X 0.312 INCHfHHISTL 80009 212-0105-00 
SCFEW,MACHINE:8-32 X 0.312 INCH,PNH STL 83385 OBD 
WASHER,LOCK:INTL,0.172 ID X 0.33l1'ODISTL 78189 1208-00-00-0541C 

- , - * - - -  
SPACERIPLATE: 80009 361-0388-00 
RTNR BLK,SCOPE: 80009 343-0256-00 

(ATTACHING PARTS FOR EACH) 
SCREW,MACHINE:6-32 X 0.375,FILISTL 83385 OBD 

- - - * - - -  

REV. D FEB. 1977 



Mechanical Parts List-5403 

Fig. & 
Index Tektronix SerialIModel No. Mfr 
No. Part No. Eff Dscont Q t ~  1 2 3  4 5 Name & bescri~tion Code Mfr Part Number 

SLIDE ,Dm, EXT :PAIR 
SLIDE SECT, DWR :PAIR 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,MACHINE:8-32 X 0.312 INCH,PNH STL 
WASHER,FLAT:0.500 OD X 0.171 ID X 0.063 THK 

- - - * - - -  
BRACKET#RACK MTzRIGHT 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREWIMACHINE:8-32 X 0.375 100 DEG,FLH STL 

- - - * - - -  
BRACKET, RACK MT :LEFT 

(ATTACHING PARTS) 
SCREW,MACHINE:8-32 X 0.375 100 DEG,FLH STL 

- - - * - - -  
COVER,SCOPE:RIGHT 
. FASTENER , PAWL : 

(EACH FASTENER INCLUDES) . . PL, LATCH LKG :FOR 0.080 INCH THICKNESS . . PLtLATCH INDEX: . . WASH.,SPG TNSN:0.26 ID X 0.47 INCH OD . . PIN,SECURING:0.27 INCH LONG 
COVER, SCOPE :LEFT 
FASTENER,PAWL: 

(EACH FASTENER INCLUDES) . . PLtLATCH LKG:FOR 0.080 INCH THICKNESS . . PLtLATCH INDEX: . . WASH.,SPG TNSN:0.26 ID X 0.47 INCH OD . . PIN,SECURING:0.27 INCH LONG 
COVER,SCOPE:BOTTOM . FASTENER,PAWL: 

(EACH FASTENER INCLUDES) . . PL,LATCH LKG:FOR 0.080 INCH THICKNESS . . PL,LATCH INDEX: . . WASH.,SPG TNSN:0.26 ID X 0.47 INCH OD . . PIN,SECURING:0.27 INCH LONG 
(ATTACHING PARTS FOR SPACER) 

SCREW,MACHINE:8-32 X 0.375 HEX HD,STL 
WASHER,LOCK:INTL,O.172 ID X 0.331"OD,STL 

- - - * - - -  
SPACER,PLATE: 

OBD 
210-0858-00 

OBD 

OBD 

OBD 
1208-00-00-0541C 

REV. C FEB. 1977 
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Fig. & 
Index Tektronix SeriallModel No. Mfr  
No. Part No. Eff Drcont Q t ~  I 2 3 4 5 Name & Description Code Mfr  Part Number 

070-1449-00 1 MANUAL,TECH:INSTRUCTION (NOT SHOWN) 80009 070-1449-00 

5403 POWER SUPPLYIAMPLIFIER MODULE 



MANUAL CHANGE INFORMATION 

At Tektronix, we continually strive to keep up with latest electronic developments 
by adding circuit and component improvements to our instruments as soon as they 
are developed and tested. 

Sometimes, due to printing and shipping requirements, we can't get these 
changes immediately into printed manuals. Hence, your manual may contain new 
change information on following pages. 

A single change may affect several sections. Since the change information sheets 
are carried in the manual until all changes are permanently entered, some 
duplication may occur. If no such change pages appear following this page, your 
manual is correct as printed. 

SERVICE NOTE 

Because of the universal parts procurement problem, some electrical parts in your 
instrument may be different from those described in the Replaceable Electrical Parts 
List. The parts used will in no way alter or compromise the performance or reliability 
of this instrument. They are installed when necessary to ensure prompt delivery to 
the customer. Order replacement parts from the Replaceable Electrical Parts List. 



CALIBRATION TEST EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT 
Calibration Test Equipment Chart 

This chart compares TM 500 product performance to that of older Tektronix equipment. Only those 
characteristics where significant specification differences occur, are listed. In some cases the new instrument 
may not be a total functional replacement. Additional support instrumentation may be needed or a change in 
calibration procedure may be necessary. 

Com~arison of Main Characteristics 
DM 501 replaces 7D13 

PG 501 replaces 107 

PG 502 replaces 107 
108 
11 1 

PG 506 replaces 106 

067-0522-01 

SG 503 replaces 190, 
190A, 190B 

191 
067-0532-01 

TG 501 replaces 180, 
180A 

PG 501 - Risetime less than 3.5 ns into 
50 n. 

PG 501 - 5 V output pulse; 3.5 ns Risetime. 
PG 501 - Risetime less than 3.5 ns; 8 ns 

Pretrigger pulse delay. 
PG 501 - f 5 V output. 
PG 501 - Does not have Paired, Burst, Gated, 

or Delayed pulse mode; +5 V dc 
Offset. Has +5 V output. 

PG 502 - 5 V output 
PG 502 - Risetime less than 1 ns; 10 ns 

Pretrigger pulse delay. 
PG 502 - f 5 V output 
PG 502 - Does not have Paired, Burst, Gated, 

Delayed & Undelayed pulse mode; 
Has +5 V output. 

PG 502 - Does not have Paired or Delayed 
pulse. Has +5 V output. 

PG 506 - Positive-going trigger output signal 
at least 1 V; High Amplitude out- 
put, 60 V. 

PG 506 - Does not have chopped feature. 

SG 503 - Amplitude range 5 mV to 5.5 V p-p. 
SG 503 - Frequency range 250 kHz to 250 MHz. 
SG 503 - Frequency range 250 kHz to 250 MHz. 

TG 501 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ns. 
Sinewave available at 5, 2, and 1 ns. 
Trigger output - slaved to marker 
output from 5 sec through 100 ns. 
One time-mark can be generated at a 
time. 

TG 501 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ns. Sine- 
wave available at 5, 2, and 1 ns. 

TG 501 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ns. Sine- 
wave available at 5, 2, and 1 ns. 
Trigger output - slaved to marker 
output from 5 sec through 100 ns. 
One time-mark can be generated at 
a time. 

TG 501 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ns. Sine- 
wave available at 5, 2, and 1 ns. 
Trigger output - slaved to marker 
output from 5 sec through 100 ns. 
One time-mark can be generated at 
a time. 

107 - Risetime less than 3.0 ns into 
50 Q. 

108 - 10 V output pulse; 1 ns Risetime. 
1 1 1 - Risetime 0.5 ns; 30 to 250 ns 

Pretrigger Pulse delay. 
114 - +I0 V output. Short proof output. 
115 - Paired, Burst, Gated, and Delayed 

pulse mode; +I0 V output. 
Short-proof output. 

108 - 10 V output. 
11 1 - Risetime 0.5 ns; 30 to 250 ns 

Pretrigger pulse delay. 
114 - f 1 0  V output. Short proof output. 
115 - Paired, Burst, Gated, Delayed & Un- 

delayed pulse mode; +I0 V output. 
Short-proof output. 

2101 - Paired and Delayed pulse; 10 V 
output. , 

106 - Positive and Negative-going trigger 
output signal, 50 ns and 1 V; High 
Amplitude output, 100 V. 

0502-01 - Comparator output can be alter- 
nately chopped to a reference 
voltage. 

190B - Amplitude range 40 mV to 10 V p-p. 
191 - Frequency range 350 kHz to 100 MHz. 

3532-01 - Frequency range 65 MHz to 500 MHz. 

180A - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 1 ps. 
Sinewave available at 20, 10, 
and 2 ns. Trigger pulses 1, 10, 
100 Hz; 1,10, and 100 kHz. 
Multiple time-marks can be 
generated simultaneously. 

181 - Marker outputs, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 
and 10,000 ps, plus 10 ns sinewave. 

184 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 2 ns. Sine- 
wave available at 50, 20, 10, 5, 
and 2 ns. Separate trigger pulses 
of 1 and .1 sec; 10, 1, and .1 ms; 
10 and 1 ps. Marker amplifier pro- 
vides positive or negative time 
marks of 25 V min. Marker 
intervals of 1 and .1 sec; 10, 1, 
and .1 ms; 10 and 1 ps. 

2901 - Marker outputs, 5 sec to 0.1 ps. 
Sinewave available to 50, 10, 
and 5 ns. Separate trigger pulses, 
from 5 sec to 0.1 ps. 
Multiple time-marks can be gene- 
rated simultaneously. 

NOTE: All TM 500 generator outputs are short-proof. All Thn 500 plug-in instruments require TM 500-Series Power Module. 

REV. A, OCT 1975 



MANUAL CHANGEilNFORMATI0,N- 

committed to 
t8~mcaj  me//ence 1 070-2139-01 & 070-2140-00 1 DATE 11-8-77 

t 1 

CHANGE: DESCRIPTION 

EFF SN ~074125 (5440/R) EFF SN B062200 (5441/~) 

CHANGE TO: 

ADD : 

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CHANGES 

CKT BOARD ASSY:INTERFACE 

CKT BOARD ASSY:READOUT PROTECTION 

SEMICOND DEVICE :SILICON ,SSV ,200MAJN461D 



C0L.U M N 
D A T A  

SW ITCH 

R E A D O U T  PROTECTION 



MANUAL CHANGEilNFORMATION' 

CHANGE TO: 

DESCRIPTION 

DELAY LINE, ELEC : 

committed to 
technical excellence 

L 

CHANGE: 

EFF SN B073789 (5440) 070-2139-01 

EFF SN B061967 (5441) 070-2140-00 

ELECTRICAL PARTS L I S T  AND SCHEMATIC CHANGES 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



EFF SN B021497-up (5441) 070-2140-00 

CHANGE: 

I ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CHANGES 

DESCRIPTION 

I CHANGE TO: 

. 
EFF SN B033100-up (5440) 070-2139-01 

C198 283-0111-00 CAP. ,FXD,CER D I  :O,lUF,20% ,50V 

The parts listed above a r e  located on t h e  VERTICAL c i r c u i t  board assembly and 

shown on diagram 1 VERTICAL AMPLIFIER. 



- -  

MANUAL CHANGEINFORMATION- 
PRODUCT 5441 CHANGE REFERENCE I K5!400 

070-2140-00 DATE 8-3-77 REV. 

CHANGE: 

EFF SN I3020000 

The Trace Rotation pot R375 is moved from the HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER 

circuit  board to  the top right comer of rear panel. See schematic 

sketch below. 

DIAGRAM 2 Z-AXIS AMPLIFIER & CRT CIRCUIT 0 
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commlfted to 
technical e x c d l e ~ ~ ~ e  1 070-2139-01 & 070-2140-00 1 DATE 5-24-77 REV. 8-15-77 

CHANGE: DESCRIPTION 

EFF SN B080000-up MECHANICAL PARTS LIST CHANGES 
I 

CHANGE TO: 

Fig. 2-45 333-1833-02 1 PANEL,REAR 
Fig. 2-56 426-0934-01 1 FRAME AS SY , CABINET 

426-0719-24 1 FRAME SECTION 
390-0469-01 2 CABINET SIDE 
390-0470-01 1 CABINET BOTTOM 
390-05 02-01 1 CABINET SIDE 
390-0503-01 1 CABINET SIDE 
390-0505-01 2 CABINET BOTTOM 

ADD : 333-1889-01 1 PANEL,REAR 

119-0830-00 1 FAN 
378-2027-01 1 FAN,GRILL 
211-0018-00 2 SCREW,MACHINE:4-40 X 0.875",~N~ 
211-0144-00 4 SCREW,MACHINE:4-40 X 1.312 .PNH 
380-0490-00 1 HOUSING ,FAN 
407-1889-00 1 BRACKET,FAN 

0 210-0994-00 
4 WASHER,FLAT 

DIAGRAM 2 LOW-VOLTAGE SUPPLY AND CALIBRATOR - Partial 
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EFF SN ~073840 (54481~) 

EFF SN B062000 ( 5 4 4 1 / ~ )  

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC CHANGES 

I I 
L 

I VR245 
152-0428-00 SEMICOND DEVICE:ZENER,0.4W,12OV,5% 

CHANGE: DESCRIPTION 




